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Abstract
The aim ofthis study was to evaluate a distance education programme and materials called 'Into
Science', designed by the Open University in the United Kingdom. The perceptions of selected
KwaZulu-Natal college students taking the course were used for this evaluation.
The trialling took place in three KwaZulu-Natal colleges of education from February to June
1997. 120 students were involved, mostly year 3 primary teacher diploma students. Students' and
lecturers' views were obtained through the use of oPen-ended questionnaires, 5 point Likert type
questionnaires, focus group interviews, individual interviews with lecturers/tutors and participant
observation during the tutorial sessions.
The results show that 'Into Science' materials can be used for South African students, but with
some recommended modifications. The language used in 'Into Science' was not a problem for
most ofthe students who took part in the trialling; students' reactions to the materials and course
were very positive; their confidence in handling the subject matter increased markedly; most
students did not read everything contained in the study materials in the time specified; students
did not say that their learning styles changed as a result ofusing these materials; students placed
a low value on the practicals; the earth sciences is not recognised as one of the fields in science;
lecturers had low expectations of their students; and finally, students and tutors or course
providers will need extensive support in a variety of ways in order for the course to run
successfully and to achieve desired outcomes in South Africa.
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1.1 Proposed New Curriculum
This research was conducted during a period of major change in the South African education
system. The government had announced and publicised the implementation plan for the new
Outcomes Based Education (OBE) to be implemented from January 1998 throughout the General
Education band, Le. starting with grade one. This plan emphasises the achievement of broad
generic outcome$ by the learner, including those doing Natural Science. The following are the
seven critical outcomes that a learner must achieve in his or her general education phases as stated
in the Curriculum 2005 document (National Department ofEducation, 1997).
a. Identify and solve problems and make decisions using critical
and creative thinking.
b. Work effectively with others as a member ofa team, group,
organisation and community.
c. Organise and manage oneselfand one's activities responsibly
and effectively.
d. Collect, analyse, organise and critically evaluate information.
e. Communicate effectively using visual, symbolic and/or language
skills in various modes.
f Use science and technology effectively and critically showing
responsibility towards the environments and the health ofothers.
g. Demonstrate an understanding ofthe world as a set ofrelated
systems by recognising that problem solving contexts do not exist
in isolation.
(1997, p. 10)
The fields ofScience and Technology are seen to be important, especially as technology is a new
area in the basic general education phase.
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1.2 Some Deficiencies in the Present Teaching Force
The limited number ofscience teachers present within the Education and Training profession was
noted long before the OBE implementation plan. Some of those teachers who were and are still
teaching science, especially in traditionally Black schools, are poorly or not skilled at all to teach
science and may not even have basic and essential teaching skills. Arnott et al. (1997, p. 2)
reported that 58% of South African black science teachers in 1996 were un/underqualified to
teach science and 50% were un/underqualified to teach mathematics (see table 1 below) These
statistics exclude the provinces ofEastern Cape and Western Cape.
PROFESSIONAL SUBJECT
QUALIFICATION QUALIFICATION
SUBJECTS QUALIFIED UNIUNDER- QUALIFIED UNIUNDER- MORE THAN 40 ADDITIONAL
QUALIFIED QUALIFIED PUPILS PER No. OF
CLASS % TEACHERS
REQUIRED
Mathematics 13 340 2357 7787 7910
Teachers 85% 15% 50% 50%
68% 2052
Science t t 850 2257 5889 8218
Teachers 84% 16% 42% 58%
74% 2230
Table: 1 Professional and subject qualifications of science and
mathematics teachers in South Africa (excluding the
provinces of Western Cape and Eastern Cape). Summarised
from EduSource Data News (June, 1997:2)
Only 39% ofa sample ofteachers teaching biology in Secondary schools in the Pietermaritzburg
region in 1997 had a tertiary (e.g. College of Education) biology qualification (G. Khumalo,
personal communication).
1.3 Some Consequent Problems
From my own observations the presence and activiti~s of these unskilled and semi-skilled science
teachers contribute to a number ofproblems, including the following.






High failure rates in Natural Sciences and Mathematics because these subjects are
not contextually adapted to learners' contexts. As a result subjects become
meaningless and impractical.
A high drop out rate in schools.
Some teachers are not satisfied with their work as science and mathematics
teachers. Facing a lack ofadequate resources at schools, they feel they are unable
to do anything useful, then become demoralized and leave the profession.
The poor understanding ofscience and mathematics by school students is brought about by poor
learning and also by teachers who are ineffective in their work place. This impacts negatively on
South Africa's technological, economic, social and political well-being in the long-term, and on
its competitiveness with other countries.
1.4 Why Should More People Learn Science?
1.4.1 Technological Perspective
Some people argue that high quality science teachers play an integral and central part in
addressing technological pr<;)blems since their skills in science make them a part of the
technological workplace. The science teachers serve a function to educ~te that technological
workforce resulting in a pool of technologically and scientifically trained individuals.
The presence of technological innovations means that South Africa has to undergo rapid
advancement in science knowlepge and skills. Some people believe that, the more scientists we
have in the country, the more developed the country and citizens will be. This will also result in
the country having to be less dependent on imported designs and technologies. Citiz~ns will be
able to adapt and modify those designs which are imported to suit the South African context.
Therefore, South Africans need to develop their skills in science so that they can fulfil their
country's requirements for a technologically trained workforce.
1.4.2 Economic Perspective
On the other hand, other people argue that there is no connection between school science
education and the economic growth of the country. However, they support the idea that the
benefit to a nati<;>na1 economy from investments in the sciences also comes from the technological
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pressure as a result oftechnology expansion, because much technology stands on a firm scientific
ground which includes education and training.
Arnott and Chabane (1995) acknowledged this view and state.
HThe success in the reconstruction and development programme (RDP) is
dependent upon developing human resources, andparticularly in the fields
ofscience and technology. This raises eyebrows because the production of
pupils in these areas is very small and often inadequate in quality. "
(1995, p.25)
The Implementation Plan for Education and Training, prepared in 1994 for the South African
National Congress, as quoted by Arnott and Chabane, stated that a survey that was internationally
conducted on education revealed that the higher the proportion oftechnology education in the
school curriculum, the higher the gross domestic product (GDP) ofthe country. Therefore there
are reasons why some people feel that those nations with the highest levels of scientific and
technological literacy would be able to do well economically.
1.4.3 Social Perspective
People need basic science skills and knowledge so that they will be able to deal with some aspects
ofsocial and cultural issues. For example, it is a good thing for everyone to know different types
of water pollution, problems associated with drinking polluted water and how to purify water.
Whether that individual will use this knowledge or not is another issue. Solomon (1993) stated:
HAll people need some science education so that they can think, speak and
act on those matters, related to science, which may affect their quality ofliving"
(1993, p.15)
Peters (1966, p.307) contended that without education (including the fields of science and
technology) an individual in a modem industrial society is unlikely to be ~ble to proceed very far
in developing the particular aspect ofa worthwhile form of life to which is suited to that society.
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He supported the idea that education should be distributed fairly amongst the community and
should be provided to all people. He referred to science as a cultural activity, and most cultural
activities, like history and philosophy, are to & large extent pursued for the sake ofvalues that are
intrinsic to human beings rather than for the sake ofextrinsic ends (Peters 1966, p.160).
Our society perceives science education to be an important aspect of life. This implies that every
one needs basic science education in order to have a better social life.
1.4.4 Political Perspective
In the past, it was argued that only a few carefully chosen scientists were required to play a role
in the scientific and technological development ofSouth Africa, so the country need not go to the
trouble and expense ofproviding' science for all'. Science became a specialisation field for the
selected few individuals. This view was illustrated by the low priority given to science teaching
by the former departments responsible for 'Bantu Education' .
It is also vital that scienc~ education is adapted and structured in ways that will enable the
majority (Black South Africans) to pursue science studies, develop their potential in science and
also to bridge the existing gap in science knowledge and skills between them and their previously
advantaged white counterparts. In the past, access ofblack ~ople to science studies was severely
restricted and controlled. This prevented black people from obtaining many challenging and
important jobs, and participating in shaping the country's future in science related fields. As a
result there are not sufficient, skilled black science and mathematics teachers.
The new South African constitution (1997) supports the concept of 'Equity'. By this, is meant
that people, regardless of race, gender and class structures, have equal access to opportunities
including basic science education. Peters (1966) contended;
"Education, (which includes science and technology) is not simply for the
intelligent the fact that some can progress further along these avenues
ofexploration and appreciation than others does not entail that others can
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proceed no distance at all. A quality of life is not the prerogative ofan
intellectual e1ite. "
(1966, p.178)
Therefore, it is the right ofevery student to be equipped with science skills and knowledge during
his or her primary and secondary education.
1.5 Problems with Science Education in South Africa
Some people argue that the former KwaZulu Department ofEducation and Culture did little to
address this lack of unskilled and semi-skilled science and mathematics teachers. Instead more
work was done by non-governmental organisations (NOOs) in offering redress, by providing
support in the field and initiating change. This was done by running in-service training for
teachers in the form of workshops, school classroom visits, supplying low-cost kits, etc.
Although the NOOs have been forced to work within the prescribed syllabi, they have tried to
introduce more pupil-centred teaching methods. These NOOs include the Science Education
Project (SEP), Primary Science Project (PSP), Centre for Advancement of Science and Maths
Education (CAS:ME) and Urban Foundation. Some universities, like the University ofDurban-
Westville and the University of Natal-Durban, offer science studies during Saturdays and in
Winter schools. These are usually free, or sometimes very cheap with free transportation. The
existence of these initiatives provided the state with an excuse to withdraw the little education
support service it provided to help Black people with science.
Some people (personal communication) comment that the former KwaZulu Department of
Education and Culture had a tendency ofnot attending to critical issues within the mathematics
and science teaching profession and environment, such as,
1. ensuring that a teacher is properly trained in the subject she or he is teaching;
2. ensuring that it is possible for the teacher to give pupils individual attention and
help, in relation to class size and lack of resources.
By so doing the Education Department tended to overlook some ofthe things that could really
make a difference in the quality of education, such as ensuring that all science teachers were
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qualified to teach science, keeping the number ofpupils in every classroom low and manageable.
Science teachers who are well versed in science subject matter and teaching skills, can bring about
good quality science students. Instead the former Department implemented policies which put
quality education at risk, such as cutting down the number of (science) teachers even where they
are really needed. Personnel of the Department ofEducation tended to assume that if there was
a teacher in the classroom then everything was going on well, whereas others felt that a lot of
things that cannot be appreciated could be taking place, for example, teachers might not
necessarily be teaching in class, but rather busy with their personal further studies.
Arnott et al. (1997) estimated that in 1996, 68% of mathematics classes and 74% of science
classes had more than 40 pupils per teacher and an additional 2 052 ofmathematics teachers and
2 230 science teachers were required. (The provinces of Western Cape and Eastern Cape are not
included in these statistics, see table 1.)
Ifone looks at table 1, it is clear that the number ofpupils per teacher in science and mathematics
classes is high and well above the government's reconnnendations average teacher: pupil ratio of
1:35 for secondary schools.
1.6 Rationale for undertaking this study
The Department of Education in the University ofNatal-Pietermaritzburg, seeing this need to
upgrade and equip un/underqualified science teachers with science skills and knowledge, planned
to offer redress in the form ofgiving opportunities particularly to black secondary teachets who
were not well versed in the science content, but wished to be retrained or upgraded in science
teaching, improve their abilities to teaching science. The Department set about preparing to
introduce a Further Diploma in Education (Science Education) through a distance education
mode. The course was mainly aimed at teachers who might be poorly equipped or not trained at
all in the teaching of science. Some ofthem might have no basic teaching and science skills, i.e
be professionally and subject un/underqualified, therefore these teachers needed to be upgraded
or retrained for the teaching of science.
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The Department of Education decided to base the course on existing high quality distance
education materials designed and used by the Open University in the United Kingdom. Part of
these materials is an introductory course called 'Into Science'. The Department planned to use J
the 'Into Science' programme and material as the first part of the proposed 2-year distance
education in Further Diploma in Education (Science Education). This 'Into Science' programme
and materials would be used as a preparatory course, especially for those teachers who were new
to the field of Natural Sciences and Mathematics with the aim of jntroducing them to basic
scientific, numerical, writing and study skills, so that they would be able to cope with the
remaining part of the FDE (Science Education) course and enable them to decide whether they
wanted to proceed with the rest of the course.
Some observers raised some doubts (see section 1.8 below) about how well the 'Into Science'
progrannne and material would work here in South Africa. As the FDE (Science Education) did
not start in January 1997 as was originally planned, it was decided to trial the 'Into Science'
programme and materials with a small group, but larger than the sample used in the University
of Orange-Free State in November 1994, in order to find out whether the programme could be
used, how the students perceived the programme and materials, and modifications needed for it
to be implemented successfully in South Africa, before expanding to a larger scale.
1.7 The Nature of the 'Into Science' Programme
'Into Science' is a preparatory course for initially registered students who have little or no
previous experience ofstudying science, educational qualifications before they enter the main level
1 science course S102, called the 'Science Foundation Course', with the Open University in the
United Kingdom.
The Open University designed the 'Into Science' course in response to a high-drop out rate in
their Science and Mathematics Faculty. The production of these materials occurred over a two-
year period (1991-1993) with the aim offulfilling the following.
• To design material which will help to develop scientific, mathematical and study skills.
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• To produce materials that are relevaht to the learners' experiences by beginning from their
understanding and knowledge of science. The examples used are from British everyday
life experiences.
• To introduce learners to all major scientific disciplines using an interdisciplinary approach
which includes Physics, Mathematics, Biology and Earth sciences.
• To show that science is exciting, interesting and relevant to our everyday lives by
providing opportunities for self-discovery through activities, experimentation and
measurements.
(Metcalfe & Halstead 1994, p.261)
The 'Into Science' programme does not have any audio cassette or Science Kit and the equipment
required for experiments can easily be made available from home, except for a jam-making
thermometer. The provided 'Into Science' kit therefore consists of the learning text (including
instructional activities, workbook and assignments) which was used and 3 Television
programmes, which we did not have.
These learning materials consist ofthe following booklets:




• Self-Assessment questions (SAQs) with comments and answers at the end of the
module. These help students to check how well they understand the concepts that
are dealt with by practising the skills they have learnt.
• In-Text questions and answers together. These help the students to stop and think
before they proceed to the next step.
• Summary and glossary of terms at the end of each module.
2. A workbook. This contains exercises, comments and answers on each module, which
aims at giving students more practice on the skills learnt.
3. An introduction and guide booklet. This gives students an overview of the course,
what is expected and some study guidance.
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4. An assignment booklet. This has 2 Tutor-Marked assignments (TMAs), which are
basically short answer questions and 2 Computer-Marked assignments (CMAs), in the
form of multiple-choice type questions. Both aims to give students feedback on their
progress.
According to the Open University, students are expected to complete all 12 modules, including
all four assignments in 10 weeks. Students are to do one module a week, with the exception of
modules 9 and 10 which are to be done in one week, and 11 and 12 also to be done in one week.
Metcalfe and Halstead (1994) argued that, throughout the modules, students are gradually
introduced to managing and organising their study time. There is a steep learning curve as the
quantity ofwritten text increases and becomes more difficult in terms ofconcepts and skills that
are covered.
1.8 The aim and objectives of the study
The following doubts about the programme and materials were expressed (by some observers)
in relation to South African students having to take a British designed course.
• South African students are Wlfamiliar with this type ofa learning approach, therefore the
work would be too advanced for students to manage.
• The language used might be problematic for South African students.
• The material uses examples from the British local context, rather than South African. This
could hamper understanding.
• Students here in South Africa would not be able to go at the standard Open University
speed, given the difficulty ofthe content.
• The students would not be able to cope with the amount ofreading involved.
(Knox et al. 1998)
These were considered as some of the factors that might cause the programme to impact
negatively on South African students. Therefore, Dave Bailey and I decided to conduct a
cooperative evaluation study with the intention of identifying all relevant factors which could
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negatively and positively affect the successful implementation of the 'Into Science' programme
and materials here in South Africa.
Hence, in February 1997 the 'Into Science' course was trialled in 3 interested KWaLulu-Natal
Colleges of Education. A total of 120 students took the course assisted by 8 tutors, with 93%
of the participating students being"African" in the racial typing formerly used in South Africa.
Dave Bailey's research area was to assess whether there was a development in the participating
students' scientific knowledge and process skills through using the 'Into Science' materials. He
did this by giving students a pre-test and matching post-test based on questions adapted from
those used by the United Kingdom Assessment Performance Unit (APU). The APU questions
were paper and pencil test items covering a range of science process skills, and not linked to any
particular syllabus. The students also took a pre-test and matching post-test using questions
based on the content of the 'Into Science' course materials.
This dissertation aims to report on the evaluation of the 'Into Science' programme and materials
using particularly the perceptions ofparticipating KwaZulu-Natal Colleges ofEducation students,
in South Africa.
It is acknowledged that perceptions are very important and powerful in influencing what people
experience as a reality oftheir circumstances (Avery 1997, p.6). Therefore it is imperative that
the students' perceptions are investigated about the 'Into Science' course since the aim of the
proposal for its implementation is to help and benefit them (as consumers).
At its outset this study aimed to look for any factors relevant to the successful implementation
of 'Into Science' in KwaZulu-Natal. In particular the researcher bore the following questions in
mind.
1. Why did the students chose to take 'Into Science'?
2. How did the students react towards the programme and materials?
3. What do they think about Independent and Distance learning mqde?
4. How useful were tutorials and practical work?
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5. Which assessment techniques or methods did the students prefer?
6. Did they understand the content and the English used?
7. How did the students feel about the interactive style of writing used in the study
materials?
8. What type of study guidance did they need?
9. Were they able to cope with the amount ofwork and/or reading that was required?
10. Were they able to proceed at the speed specified by the Open University?
11. Which modules did they find difficult, challenging, interesting, easy and boring?
12. How did the lecturers/tutors react towards the programme and materials?
13. What modifications will be required ifthe course is to be offered on a large scale, in South
Africa?
Also, this report aim to present findings that will:
• be useful in improving the delivery of science education to all interested and
motivated Secondary school teachers, especially blacks as already mentioned; and
• enable the 'Into Science' course to be better adapted to a South African context
so that teachers and others will benefit from taking a good quality course at a
reasonable study cost.
The following part of this report is structured as follows.
Chapter 2. This section reviews the literature that was consulted in relation to the previous study
that has already been done in South Africa based Qn the 'Into Science' course, also the literature
related to Distance Education programmes and materials, students' perceptions ofcourses and
kinds ofevaluation methods that can be followed in conducting a study of this nature.
Chapter 3. This describes and explains in detail what was done throughout the 'Into Science'
trialling period and the limitations and delimitations of using the data collection methods used.
It also provides a full description of the sample group and data processing methods employed to
analyse data that has been collecte<;l.
Chapter 4. This section reports on the results obtained from the study.
Chapter 5. This is the final section which discusses some implications of the results that are
reported. Included are some conclusions and recommendations for future research, and
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requirements for implementation and modifications ofthe 'Into Science' programme and materials





The aim of this chapter is to review some literature on studies which have been conducted on
students' perceptions in relation to their study materials and the theoretical perspectives
underpinning students' and observers' perspectives. It also aims to report on some issues
regarding the provision of teacher education using a distance mode, especially in South Africa.
It will also examine what the literature has to say about the role ofdistance learning materials and
some reviewing approaches that one can employ in pursuing a study ofthis nature. However, I
am starting it by defining and clarifying the following concepts, as this is necessary to avoid
confusion.
2.2 Definition of terms
2.2.1 Perceptions
Perceptions refer to the process through which a person selects, organises and interprets
information or events to understand or make sense of the world.
Appanna (1995) defines perceptions as,
H •••• •frameworks through which people make sense of the world. They
therefore provide people the means to conduct their realities and interpret
situations..... therefore perceptions are inextricably linked to context (in
which they find themselves and ofwhich they are an integral part) and
culture. "
(1995, p.51)
This explains the fact that individuals can have different experiences, observations and realities
ofthe same stimulus. For Becker (1961) quoted in Appanna (1995, p.51) the term 'Perception'
refers to:
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H a co-ordinated set ofideas and actions a person uses in dealing with
some problematic situation, to refer to (that) person's ordinary way of
thinking andfeeling about and acting in such a situation"
2.2.2 Distance Education
Distance education is the type ofeducation whereby learners use self-instructional study materials.
This implies that learners are physically separate from their lecturers and institutions. The South
African Institute for Distance Education (SAIDE, 1994) defines distance education as:
H ••••• an educational process which is designed to minimise the many
problems ofteaching by classroom instruction. It combines some face-to-
face education with education at a distance. It is therefore uses a variety
of educational media, including print and electronic media such as the
telephone, computer, radio, and television. The learner does not have to
rely on a physical structure and the presence ofthe teacher all ofthe time.
The learner relies on materials which have been adapted to distance
learning and limitedface-to-face interaction"
(1994, p.l)







The separation ofteacher and learner.
The influence of an educational organisation which distinguishes it from private
study.
The use ofteclmical media, usually print, to unite the teacher and learner and carry
the educational content.
The provision oftwo-way communication so that the learner may benefit from or
even initiate dialogue.
The possibility ofoccasional meetings for both didactic and socialisation purposes.
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• The pafticipation in an industrialised form of education which, if accepted,
contains the genus of radical separation of distance education from other forms
within the educational spectrum.
2.2.3 Open Learning
In Open Learning learners have a choice, freedom, and control of the way they learn (Race 1994,
p.23). This implies the following.
• Open learners have more control over the pace at which they are going to work.
• They can choose the place to learn.
• They can choose the time to do their learning.
• They may choose the processes of learning theywant to use.
Race (1994) further stated that open learning can be done at a distance, and in a lecture room as
long as the environment and the study materials are causing effective learning to take place.
However, other authors define 'Open Learning' with reference to the entry criteria, as they (open
learning programmes) do not require the students to have certain prerequisite qualification or
experience, although learners are made aware of what they should be knowing before
commencing with the programme. Hodgson (1993, p.88) adds that in open learning a programme
or curriculum is negotiated to suit learners' needs, which can be provided through multimedia
packages, workshops, counselling and tutorial support. Others use the term 'Flexible learning'
for this kind of system.
2.2.4 Correspondence Education
Titus et al. as quoted by Avery (1997, p.18) define correspondence education as follows.
"Education conducted by the postal services without face-to-face contact
between teacher and learner. Teaching is done by written or tape-recorded
material sent to the learner, whose progress is monitored through written or
taped exercises sent to the teacher, who corrects them and returns them to the
learner with criticism and advice ".
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2.3 Quality Teacher Education and Distance Education in South Africa
In order for one to be able to consider whether a teacher education programme offered at a
distance is ofeither poor or good quality standard, one will have first to understand the quality
of distance education as practised historically in South Africa (The South African Institute for
Distance Education [SAIDE] 1995, p.9) and the qualities of a good teacher education
programme. Secondly there is a need to analyse the quality of course materials. SAIDE argues
that meaningful and comparable evaluations by different reviewers are only possible ifthey can
agree on what constitutes a good or bad course and material. As a result SAIDE has published
a set of criteria that are specifically appropriate to South African contexts and needs, which
highlight both good quality teacher education and distance education standards. These will then
help programme designers and evaluators in their attempts to evaluate whether or not a teacher
education programme offered at a distance is appropriate or not in this transforming context
(SAIDE 1995, p.9).
2.3.1 Some principles and guidelines from SAIDE for a good teacher education
programme
The following is a list of assumptions and principles about teacher education recommended by
SAIDE (1995, pp.16-18). They are not arranged in any particular order.
• Teacher education is crucial to South Africa's reconstruction and development, because
of a strong linkage between quality of teacher education and successful economic
development.
• Teacher education should form part of the higher education system.
• Pre-service and in-service training should be seen as part ofone continuum ofprofessional
development, i.e. moving away from career preparation but towards lifelong learning.




A diversity of approaches to improving teacher education and learning should be
supported.
Teacher education should integrate theory and practice. It is also generally agreed that
teacher education should, at least, comprise the following four elements to be taught at
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some level of integration: subject study, educational theory, teaching methodology and
teaching practice.
• Greater accountability to a range of interested parties is required from teachers, schools,
and teacher education institutions.
• Teacher education should be collegial rather than individualistic, so that the scarce skills
available to South African teacher education can be widely shared and teacher educators
can work to improve and monitor the quality of their education.
• There needs to be a focus on developing teachers in subject areas ofnational need. For
example, the White Paper on Education and Training (1995), is quoted supporting the
idea ofpreparing students for subjects in short supply, particularly science, mathematics
and technology. There is also a need to give some second chance opportunities for those
students who did not fulfil the admission criteria, and for them to be provided with special
support. The White Paper on Education further states:
(( Well-functioning distance education programmes can play an
essential role in increasing the productivity of the small science,
mathematics and technology base, andproviding opportunities to very
many students in as flexible a way as possible"
(White Paper cited in SA/DE 1995, p.18)
2.3.2 SAIDE's components of a well-functioning distance education provision
SAIDE (1994) argues that distance education has particular significance for open learning
approaches, but distance education does riot automatically give practical expression to open
learning principles. According to SAIDE the components or features of a well-functiorting
distance education provision should include the following.
• Well-designed courses
In this feature the course, rather than the educator, teaches the course. Learning materials
should be designed with the following four basic elements. Firstly, it should contain
conceptual pathways to mastery of its knowledge, conceptualising skills, and practical
abilities. Secondly, it should contain educational strategies for helping the learner find his
or her way through these pathways. Thirdly, both formative and sl1mmative assessment
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should be integrated in the learning process, and finally, the materials and the presentation
of the course as a whole must excite, engage, and reward the learner.
Courses should be designed in a way that will involve learners actively in their own
learning. This can be achieved through making use of a variety of media but not
necessarily all possible media. Provision should be made for necessary practical work and
the course should be arranged in modules and be as flexible as possible.
• Team programme and course development
It is recommended that coUrse design to be done in collaboration, whereby a group of
people bring in their expertise, competencies and skills to develop the course.
• Student counselling
Distance learners should be provided with advice and help throughout the learning
process, especially help on study skills and programme choices.
• Learner education support
Students should be supported in various ways if they are to adapt to the special
requirements of self-study. For example, they might have access to tutors, opportunity
to interact with other learners and access to necessary facilities. Furniss and Parsonage
(1975, pp.10-11) suggest the following six attributes which characterise the independent
learner.
a. The ability to continue reading.
b. Self-motivation.
c. Self-assessment.
d. Ability to learn from other people.
e. The capacity to solve problems.
£ The ability to think independently.
Therefore, ifdistance education learners are not afforded the opportunities to develop the
above characteristics, it will be very difficult for them to cope with this style of learning,
i.e. independent learning.
• Administrative support to learners
This will include support at different levels, such as for enrolment procedures, payment
of fees, delivery ofmaterials and in keeping channels ofcommunication open.
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• Quality assurance
VariOllS mechanisms can be employed to ensure the quality of learning programmes, one
of which will be to get feedback from learners and tutors about the provision of the
programme.
• Effectively managed distance learning
This implies establishing performance criteria and targets for the institution and regularly
evaluating performance and then using findings to improve practices.
• Research, evaluation and development
These components are essential for the improvement of distance education provision and
of the quality of performance.
2.4 Research methods and approaches to programm-e evaluation
There are various kinds of evaluation approaches, that can be used in programme evaluation.
Nabil (1988, p.69) suggested that amongst the key differences are the differences in the purposes
for which the evaluation is used and in the timing of such an evaluation, rather than in the
methodology or analytical techniques used.
2.4.1 Purposes of evaluation
Firstly, with regards to the purpose, there are many different reasons why evaluators or
programme designers and implementors may undertake a study of this kind. Below is a list of
general reasons for evaluating programmes, adapted from Anderson (1990, p.l?I).
• To determine whether to continue or discontinue a programme.
• To determine if the programme is meeting its stated objectives.
• To measure the programmes' effects and impacts.
• Exploring the comparativeness ofdifferent ways ofproviding the same service.
• To improve the programmes' practices and procedures.
• To adjust specific programmes' strategies and techniques.
• To obtain data for use when instituting similar programmes elsewhere.
• To help decide how to allocate resources among competing programmes.
• To validate programme results to outside fimders.
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• T<t> find out what the inputs to a programme were, ego number of staff: time spent
by the learner, etc.
• "Mapping" the perceptions of different participants, ego learners, tutors, etc.
However, one must note that this is not a comprehensive list of all the reasons that can lead a
researcher to conduct an evaluative study, and that the above reasons can be interrelated. This
implies that two or more reasons can be included within one study.
2.4.2 Timing of evaluation
Timing is the second aspect that can be used to classify a programme evaluation study to a
particular approach. By this, a researcher can choose to conduct the evaluation as the programme
is still in progress or after it has been completely implemented. Calder (1994), Thorpe (1988),
Anderson (1990), Hodgson (1993), Nabil (1988) and others, refer to the former as the formative
evaluation approach and to the latter as the summative evaluation approach. These
approaches are also related to the reason for a particular study.
One can summarIse the following differences between the formative and the sununative .
approaches (table 2 adapted from Thorpe 1988, p.l 0).
SUMMATJVE EVALUATION FORMATIVE EVALUATION
1. Occurs towards the end of the 1. Occurs during the implementation
programme. Concerned about the final of the programme for the purpose of
product and the final picture of the identifying any changes required to
development process. improve it and make it more likely to
improve its goals.
2. Evaluated by specialist or outsiders. 2. Use practitioners or self-
evaluation.
3. Often uses large scale surveys and 3. Not usually large-scale though
statistically based sampling and analysis often uses descriptive statistics.
methodologies.
4. May be nationally reported. 4. Locally reported (e.g. within
colleges).
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5. Driven by time constraints of the 5. Driven by decision-making and
design and the methodology chosen. operational constraints of
organisation.
6. Initiates data gathering to 6. Relies heavily on monitoring and
reveal longer term effects of the indicators of short term effects. Nabil
programme. Judgement about the merit of (1988) argues that it helps the
the programme (Nabil, 1988). developers of programmes through
the process of production by using
empirical research.
Table: 2 Differences between formative and summative evaluation
(adapted from Thorpe 1988)
2.4.3 One approach of evaluation: 'illuminative evaluation'
Parlett and Hamilton, cited in Nathenson and Henderson (1980, p.66), supported the idea that
programme and material evaluators are to undertake a "Goal-Free" approach to evaluation. In
this way the task of the evaluator is to be an 'Illuminative evaluator'. Philosophically, to
undertake a "Completely Goal-Free' approach in evaluation is not possible. However, it is argued
that when an evaluator start an evaluation process he/she must have certain important aspects that
are to be explored, but the evaluator should also observe with an open eye so that those aspects
which were not initially targeted would be considered, if they seem to be important. This type of
an evaluation is thus referred to as 'Illuminative Evaluation'. According to Parlett and Hamilton
as quoted by Nathenson and Henderson (1980) and Morgan (1984), the role of the evaluator in
this case is to find out how the programme operates, how it is influenced by the various
educational situations in which it is applied, what those who are involved in it regard as its
advantages and disadvantages, and how the intellectual task and academic experiences of the
students are most affected. Briefly their aim is to find what it is like to be a student or a teacher
in relation to the milieu or context in which the learning occurs. This type of approach is to
explore what is 'really going on' in an educational setting.
Parlett and Hamilton, further distinguished between two aspects in isolation which the illuminative
evaluation should address without any separation, as the study on one aspect will ignore the
factors that can be considered or illuminated by the other. These aspects whose interaction is
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important are the instructional system (e.g the syllabus, pedagogic assumptions, learning materials
and their presentation) and the learning milieu (the social-psychological and the physical
environment in which students and teachers communicate with one another).
Hodgson (1993, p.53) argued that illuminative evaluation,
H •••••••• emphasizes the more qualitative aspects ofevaluation and has more
in common with ethnographiC and social anthropology. It is less likely to
take any predetermined stance and tries to be flexible enQugh to modify its
strategy in the light of experience gained during the actual
investigation. ..... "
(1993, p.53)
The common data collecting tools for illuminative evaluation include open-and close-ended
questionnaires, informal questioning, student journals, face-to-face and/or telephone interviews,
focus groups, participant observation, and diaries compiled during and/or after an observation.
2.4.4 Data collection techniques
Guba and Lincoln (1989) differentiated between four evaluation approaches with regards to the
data collection techniques that ean be employed in an evaluative study.
The first approach they term the' first generation approach', which refers to the measurement data
collection technique, whereby various attributes ofschool children, who are the target and objects
of evaluation, are measured. This aims at discovering what is "True" or "Facts" and the data
sources are taken as concrete evidence of the subject's achievements. It also has a purpose of
measuring whether or not the students learned what was intended. The evaluator's role is to
know the full collection ofavailable instruments so that any variable named to be evaluated could
be measured and, if appropriate instruments do not exist, evaluators are expected to have the
expertise necessary to create them.
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The second approach is termed the' second generation approach', which refers to the description
or objective approach. Also here the purpose of testing is to determine whether what was
intended (learning objectives) have been achieved, but with the purpose of refinement and
development of the curricula and making sure that they are working. Thus, the focus is on
description ofpatterns ofstrengths and weaknesses with respect to certain stated objectives. The
role of the evaluator in this approach is to be a describer, even though the other aspects of
measurement evaluation are maintained.
The third approach is termed by Guba and Lincoln the 'third generation approach' , referring to
the judgement evaluation approach. This type of evaluation is characterised by the efforts to
reach judgements. The evaluator assumes the role of being a judge while retaining the earlier
technical and descriptive function as well. Objectives and goals are also to be evaluated and
considered problematic, therefore standards against which judgements can be made are usually
set.
Ifone looks at the above three evaluation approaches, one can notice that they are all committed
to a scientific paradigm ofenquiry, in which the evaluator acts as a judge of the evaluand' s merit.
Such an evaluation procedure could be considered unfair, as subjects are dis-empowered, and
managerialism is practised in the sense that the evaluators' managerial qualities cannot be called
to question and he/she cannot be blamed. In addition they fail to accommodate value-pluralism,
by assuming that the society shares common values (Guba and Lincoln, 1989).
Finally, Guba and Lincoln conceptua1ised a responsive-constructivist evaluation called the 'fourth
generation approach'. In their proposal they suggested that evaluation is a socio-political process,
i.e. represents meaningful constructions that participants form to 'make sense' of the situations
in which they find themselves, including the other stakeholders that might be put at risk by the
evaluation It is a joint collaborative process, a teaching and learning process, and is continuous,
recursive, and highly divergent. Such evaluation is a process with unpredictable outcomes, and
it creates reality. The role of the evaluator is to be a collaborator rather than being a controller,
to assume a role ofleamer-teacher rather than an investigator and a shaper of reality rather than
an observer. The product ofthe evaluation is not, in sharp contrast to conventional methodology,
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a set ofconclusions, recommendations, or value judgements, but rather an agenda for negotiation
of those claims, concerns and issues that participants have identified in a hermeneutic dialectic
exchange.
A researcher can use a variety of data collecting tools when conducting a study of this nature.
Amongst others, open-ended and closed questionnaires can be used, analysis of students' journals,
telephone interviews, face-to-face questionnaires, participant observation, diaries compiled
during/or after an observation, informal conversations with the respondents, and other techniques
can be used to do a programme evaluation. However one must always keep in mind that there
are general strengths and limitations ofusing any of the above stated tools, therefore a researcher
must be on guard when constructing hislher data collection instruments. One guideline is to do
what is termed 'Triangulation', whereby a variety of techniques are used to gather data on the
same topic using the same respondents. This can be helpful in the sense that an evaluator can be
in a position to identify any inconsistences with the responses.
2.5 Instructional material evaluation criteria
Dekkers and Kemp (1995, p.312) suggested that open and distance learning instructional
materials or texts should incorporate a number of features to accommodate a wide range of
students' learning styles. They then suggested that the feature~ listed below should be seriously
considered when designing materials for this type ofeducation mode.
• Written to satisfy learners.
• Focus on learners' experiences.
• Aim to develop independent learning skills and strategies.
• Be intended for initial learning.
• Emphasise learning objectives.
• Be structured according to the learners' needs.
• Aim at a defined target audience of learners.
• Contain features that can motivate learners.
• Build on study skills attained or acquired by learners.
• Provide the prerequisite learning.
• Encourage application ofknowledge and skills by learners.
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• Ask the learner frequent questions.
• Provide teaching feedback.
• Confront or explore learner conceptions.
• Provide ample and progressive practice for learners.
• Demand reading and activities of learners.
• Allow the learner to check progress.
• Provide the layout which will facilitate and promote efficient learning.
• Contain manageable chunks of information for single learning sessions.
Again, van der Linde, as quoted in Lemmer et al. (1995) suggested the following interactive text
technical features.
• The writer and the reader take turns 'speaking'.
• The content is divided into 'stages' to help the reader to assimilate the content of
each 'stage'.
• Self-test questions are asked after each section of the text.
• The writer helps the reader to formulate schemas and conceptualise information
by the use ofoverviews, paragraph headings, summaries and typological features
(such as the use ofboldface, italics, etc.) to highlight the text.
• Concrete headings which communicate the message effectively, the theme of a
section and subheading can help the reader look for and select relevant material
in a section or subsection This can also help the writer to emphasize information
to which he or she wants the reader to pay most attention.
• Advance organisers to help readers to find particular sections quickly.
• Objectives are set before sections. Objectives which can be realised are more
satisfactory to the reader.
• Open spaces encourage the reader to answer questions, insert hislher own words
and supply missing gaps, thus the reader becomes involved in the learning process.
• The tone of the text (register, attitude of a writer towards a reader,
appropriateness for the reader, length ofsentences, vocabulary and sYntax) makes
the reader willing to engage with the information.
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• Concretisations (diagrams, charts, pictures, etc.) simplify facts as they make it
easier to imagine, identify and respond to information.
(1995, pp.lO-ll)
The 'Into Science' materials essentially meet these criteria. The researcher did not undertake a
detailed study of the materials themselves as the evaluation reported on here concentrated on
what happened when the materials were used.
2.6 Advantages and disadvantages of using students' perceptions in programme
evaluation
Studying students' perceptions towards learning materials is of vital importance so that the
institution or those who are -offering and/or who have designed the programme will have
continuous feedback about how students feel and interact with the study materials as consumers.
It is acknowledged that in the past this has been one of the aspects which were usually taken for
granted or neglected when conducting programme evaluation studies, especially in a distance
education mode of learning.
Leluma (1996, p.117) stated:
"The major clients ofdistance education programmes are students, and it is
therefore important, ifany effective quality standards for distance education
are to be drafted, to involve them in contributing to processes to build and
assure the quality ofsuch programmes. "
Harley in Appanna (1995) argues that programme implementers or lecturers will benefit from
studying their students' perceptions. Lecturers may benefit from the students' responses since
lecturers may gaip feedback and be assisted in the improvement of their teaching skills (Ziehl,
1996). Students are not passive receivers ofknowledge but rather, as Appanna explains, are
actively participating in the educational process.
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Mapping students' ideas helps in understanding what the students feel about the programme and
materials per se. This approach describes learning from the learners' perspectives or points of
view and thus explores the way in which the students relate themselves to the learning situation,
as Marton and Svensson elaborated (cited in Morgan 1984, p.254). This can result in making
useful and important recommendations for future implementation of the programme and the use
ofstudy materials. Appanna (1995, p.49) further argued that the study of students' perceptjons,
H .....provides a qualitative researcher the opportunity ofexamining
and establishing links between macro, sociological and historical
processes on the one hand, and the individual on the other. "
Appanna thus inferred that by studYing students' perceptions a researcher is not only trying to find
out what and how the students think, but also whether they can understand these feelings on the
basis ofinterpreting their culture, interaction and socialisation strategies. He further stated that
one needs to acknowledge that students' perceptions partIcularly are socially constructed, thus
they are not fixed or constant because students are human beings and that today they have
different feelings compared to yesterday's or those of the other week. This is one of the
limitations of studying students' perceptions as one cannot be sure whether the results can be
replicable and it becomes difficult to generalise. On the other hand, no matter how well designed
the materials can be, unless students and teachers share siriillar perceptions about methods of
learning, the danger ofstudents not responding as teachers expect them to, will exist (Avery 1997,
p.95).
Printed text is still a primary medium of instruction in a distance education programme.
Therefore, there is a valid reason why the studies of students' perceptions are considered
important (Lemmer et al. 1995, p.12). Distance education providers need to remember that the
role and nature of the printed material have changed over a period, therefore there is a need to
continuously evaluate whether the learning text is still meeting the aims and objectives that it was
designed to address within the process of education. In this way the students' comments can be
used to inform some modifications in the printed text or learning materials. However the
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practical aspects of getting student's cooperation in this including the time involved can be
problematic.
Avery (1997, p.6) argued that in South Africa there is a rapid growth in distance education, and
there is a lack of research conducted on students' perceptions about support for students in
general. This is a gap that needs to be bridged ifan institution is planning to develop and offer
an efficient distance education programme(s). He also acknowledged that perceptions are a
powerful tool in influencing what the individual experiences as a reality ofhis or her situation.
Ziehl (1996) argued that in the minds of many academics, students are not competent to judge
the content of the courses, and therefore finding their opinions in this field is considered of less
value. Asking students their opinion of the materials, especially concerning difficulty, can mean
a section that causes a problem, will require that an evaluator has to diagnose the nature of the
problem. This is somehow problematic since this requires that he/she branches from the main
theme and needs other information to be able to identify and diagnose the problem (McCornick,
1981).
Ziehl (1996), contended that students' observations can easily be ill-informed depending on their
personal attitudes since they are much too kind and not critical enough. Therefore their responses
need to be interpreted.
Others feel that students' feedback should not determine material selecting approaches, presenting
and evaluating it. They argue that ifone is working with unmotivated or inadequately equipped
students, they might reflect an unwillingness to be involved in this process ofevaluation rather
than commenting on real problems with the materials and the way it is presented and taught
(Ziehl, 1996). Another danger of using students' perceptions is, for example, ifa researcher is
interested in finding out how the students work through the material, and they are interviewed
after they have used the materials, students might not be able to articulate exactly what they have
done (McCornick, 1981, p.21). This is a problem because the questioning techniques usually
assume that the students are aware ofthe processes they used.
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In conclusion Nathenson and Henderson (1980, p.36) noted that data that has been collected from
students- has shown to be superior to that which has been collected from expert evaluators or
instructional designers on the basis that the former aim to improve the learning materials on the
basis ofeffectiveness and learnability, whereas the latter are usually focussing on the content dealt
within the materials.
2.7 Some previous studies on students' perceptions on study materials
This section will briefly discuss the findings and relevance of some other studies that have been
done in attempt to involve students' feedback in evaluation ofprogrammes and learning materials.
Below, is an overview of the studies reviewed in which students' and/or lecturers' /tutors'
perceptions with regards to educational programme and materials evaluation were employed for
different purposes. I have listed the studies and their contexts (section 2.7.1) and then discussed
some issues arising from these studies (section 2.7.2). I have mainly chosen the studies that were
conducted in South Africa because distance education is perceived as being of low quality and
thus low status, partly because most of the issues listed in section 2.5 have been and are
connnonly not taken into consideration. Also because some of the evaluative studies which are
conducted does not provide a holistic view, moreover, these were chosen because the situation
in South Africa may differ from those ofother countries.
2.7.1 A list of studies reviewed outlining their contexts
The dates which are given in this sununary are the dates when the research was conducted and
not report publication dates.
Study 1: Robertshaw, (SAIDE, November, 1994).
Aim of the study: Trialling imported distance education courses in South Africa for the
proposed access programme. 'Accounting' from The Open College, United Kingdom (OCUK),
'Into Science' from the Open University, United Kingdom (OUUK), and 'SI02: Science
Foundation Course' from the Open University, United Kingdom (OUUK).
Sample and methodology: About 20 Students selected by the University of Orange Free State,
to do the:first parts ofthe courses for the:first 4-5 weeks. TutorialS were provided, students were
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paid to participate. Informal discussion with students, questionnaires, assessment and tutors'
impressions were used.
Study 2: Robertshaw, (SAIDE, January, 1995)
Aim of the study: Trialling imported distance education courses in South Africa for the proposed
access programme. 'MI0l: A foundation Course in Mathematics' (20 students); and 'MDST:
Statistics in Society' (9 students); both from the Open University, United Kingdom (OUUK).
Sample and Methodology: Students selected by the University ofNatal-Durban. These were
on-campus students who had been involved in short course programmes. They had to do the first
parts of the courses for the first 5 weeks. Tutorials were provided, students were paid to
participate. Informal discussion with students, questionnaires, assessment and tutors' impressions
were used.
Study 3: Metcalfe and Servant, Open University (UK). The actual study date is not specified,
but a March, 1996 article was used, so it is assumed that the study was conducted in 1995.
Aim of the study: Evaluation of the 'Into Science' materials by users outside the Open
University, in order to discover the ways in which tutors or centres use the pack.
Sample and Methodology: The sample number is not specified but the pack was used by 40
centres when it was first available in 1994. Questionnaires were answered either by tutors or
other members of the sta:£I: to elicit how they used the pack, tutors reaction to it and students'
reactions to the material as perceived by tutors.
Study 4: Avery, Natal College ofEducation (NCE) in Pietermaritzburg, May, 1996.
Aim of the study: To explore how students perceive the function and value ofcontact sessions
in distance education.
Sample and Methodology: 24-26 students who had enrolled for the 2nd year in FDE
(Administration and Management). Postal questionnaires and discussions with students.
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Study 5: Lemmer, Bergh, van der Linde, van Niekerk and van Wyk, University of South Africa
(UNISA) in February-March, 1994.
Aim of the study: To explore how UNISA students experience printed text and what influences
their experiences.
Sample and Methodology: 10 volunteering UNISA B.Ed. students living in Gauteng arefl. In-
depth interviews, two half-hour study sessions, and questionnaires. Students travelled to UNISA
in Pretoria.
Study 6: Leluma, Soweto College ofEducation (Gauteng), date not specified but a September-
December 1996 discussion document was used.
Aim of the study: To provide an opportunity for writers of the quality standards framework for
South Africa to identify particular student problems under the headings of: Course materials,
Learner support and Administrative support.
Sample and Methodology: 139 questionnaires were used from tertiary students in Gauteng,
Eastern CaPe, KwaZulu-Natal, Taung Area (Northern CaPe) and Mpumalanga. 17 were enrolled
in degree courses and 122 were involved in professional development courses related to teaching.
Study 7: Fraser and Nieman, UNISA, April 1993.
Aim of the study: To find the opinions ofdistance learners on their learning accessing modes,
i.e. Learning Styles.
Sample and Methodology: 2 types of questionnaires from 2 different samples who were
involved in 1st year distance education courses in 8 distance education institutions in South Africa,
viz. College ofeducation ofS.A (175, 140), Lyceum Correspondence College (29, 24), Success
Correspondence College (201, 125), Technical College ofS.A. (400,212), Technikon S.A. (182,
158), Transvaal College of Education: Laudium (109; 108), UNISA (52; 46), and Vista
University (58; 57).
This makes sub-totals of 1 206 and 865 for questionnaires A and B respectively.
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Study 8: Huddle, Bradley and Gerrans, University of Witwatersrand (Gauteng) in 1990.
Aim of the study: To improve the effectiveness of tutorial classes for Chemistry students.
Sample and Methodology: A total of about 530 students, 12 tutors (1 tutor for 20 students)
and 7 lecturers involved in Chemistry 100, Chemistry 101, Chemistry 110, and Chemistry 111.
Interviews, observation of tutorials and questionnaires were used to elicit students', tutors and
lecturers' responses. During tutorials each group of Chemistry 100 and 101 students was divided
into subgroups of 4-6 according to their matric results, to discuss the tutorial questions and
prepare a group answer for the tutors on each question. These were collected and marked by
lecturers and returned the following tutorial.
Study 9: Marland, Patching, Putt and Store, Australia, early 1980 academic year.
Aim of the study: To identify types and origins of students' covert mediating responses to
Distance teaching materials during study sessions.
Sample and Methodology: 4 students who were enrolled as external students living within the
close proximity ofthe campus, enrolled for approximately the same courses. All participants were
married with 1 or 2 children, all had a prior experience of study at a distance and two were full-
time teachers. Data on each student's mental functioning was gathered in 3 x 30 min. study
se~sions spread over three weeks. Each member of the research team was assigned a student to
work with the student throughout. Stimulated-recall interviews (about 1 hour audio taped) were
conducted immediately after an audio and!or video taped study session.
Study 10: Lemmer, Lemmer and Smit, University ofNamibia (UNAM) and Australian students
who were in their tenth year ofschooling; University ofNamibia and University ofPotchefstroom
(UP), 1990-1992 and beginning of 1993 respectively,
Aim of the study: To determine the school laboratory experience of students enrolled for
Physics I at University of Namibia and to compare first year physics students' expectation of
practical work studying at the University ofNamibia and at the University ofPotschefstroom.
Sample and Methodology: A total of 120 Australian students who were in their 10th year at
school, 84 Physics I students enrolled in the University ofNamibia; and a total of23 Physics I
students from the University of Namibia and 133 Physics I students from the University of
Potschefstroom participated. The cognitive aspects were investigated in 1990-1992 (UNAM
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and Australian students) and the affective aspects were investigated in 1993 (UNAM and UP
students). A reduced version of the Test of Enquiry Skills (TOES) was used to cover nine
enquiry skills with 41 questions, which was compiled by the Australian Council for Educational
Research. For the affective aspects, UNAM and UP students were requested to answer a few
questions early in the practical course, interviews with UNAM students were conducted at the
beginning of the academic year before the practicals started. Students were not given possible
options to choose from, but they had to formulate their own.
2.7.2 Some issues arising in these studies
2.7.2.1 Pace of course
In Robertshaw's (1994 and 1995) studies the pace ofthe 'Into Science' and other courses except
the 'Maths foundation course', were considered by the students to be too fast, preferring a rate
of 6 modules in 6 weeks. What is worth noticing here is that these students were actually
supposed to do 6 modules in 4 weeks, whereas the Open University expects its students to
complete the first 8 modules in 8 weeks, which makes it 1 module per week. For the 'Into
Science' course students claimed to have spent 4-15 hours on each module. They then suggested
they should study the courses at half the project's speed. With the 'Mathematics Foundation
course' there was one student indicating a need for the increase of the study period, most
however felt it was at about the right speed. The'Accounting' students felt that the course
content included concepts that were too complex and they claimed to have spent up to 30 hours
each week. The tutor felt the course was at the right standard or pitch for the students.
2.7.2.2 Advance Organisers
Lemmer et al. (1995) in their study found that all students relied on advance organisers or visual
stimuli when they were using study materials. Advance organisers were also considered to be
thought stimuli (p.45). Advanced organisers included objectives, headings, table of contents,
asteriskslbullets, paragraphs, numbered points, open spaces and boldface.
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2.7.2.3 Language Used
In Robertshaw's study (1995), students had only a few problems with regards to the printed texts
and audio-visual components. Those who had little problems with the language used their
dictionaries when they had problems. For them it did not matter that the materials were designed
for UK students. For the students this did not affect their ability to transfer the knowledge to the
local context. The tutor also did not see any problems with the language, and argued that there
is no need for adapting the language used in the materials.
Even though in the study conducted by Lemmer and his colleagues, the students were considered
advanced (employed as teachers), they still had problems with the complexity of the English used
in the UNISA materials. Some ofthe students supported the idea ofhaving terminology in both
English and Afrikaans, and for the difficult words to be explained.
Lemmer's students supported the interactive text was a helpful strategy to engage the reader's
attention. However in Avery's study (1997) students had problems with this style ofmaterials
at the beginning ofthe course, but later on some students commented that they started to interact
with the text as if the lecturer was actually talking directly with them. Some students were able
to identify certain study guides as written by particular lecturers.
In the various courses in the Fraser and Nieman's (1996) study, 71,3 % ofthe respondents did
not have problems with the English used and claimed to have enough vocabulary to be able to
cope with the text.
2.7.2.4 Student's cultural background, context of materials, In-Text
questions and examples
2.7.2.4.1 Student's cultural background
Atwater (1994, p.560) argues that students learn at different rates and focus on different aspects
of science.
HThey bring with them a conceptual knowledge base ofscience to
which they add new knowledge. "
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According to Duit, cited in Atwater (1994), students develop their science understanding through
sensual impressions, language, brain organisation, social environment, and instruction. Templin
and Ebbs, cited in Atwater (1994), acknowledge:
" students need the opportunity to test their ideas critically, discuss
them with others, and have them evaluated by others (However some
cultures do not require a student or learner to discuss ideas with others). "
Students, regardless of ethnicity or class, construct their own knowledge, Novak (1985) and
Strike and Posner (1985b) cited in Atwater (1994). Therefore, students from different cultures
view the world differently, since cognitive abilities are socially transmitted, constrained, nurtured,
and encouraged, as pointed out by Day, French and Hall (1985) cited in Atwater (1994).
2.7",2.4.2 Context of materials
In the 'Into Science' and other courses trialled by Robertshaw students were not concerned about
the context to which the materials were written. There was a large number ofUK references in
the materials but that was not a problem for students. Robertshaw's impression was that in the
'Into Science' course students had difficulty with interpreting mathematical 'word problems'.
On their answers to questions based on straight forward calculations they were good, satisfactory
in Earth Sciences and poor in chemistry.
But 4 students who were involved in the 'Mathematics Foundation course' reported ofhaving
problems with references, examples and case studies used in the materials because they are
predominantly British culture
2.7.2.4.3 In-Text questions
Robertshaw (1995) further argues in support of the inclusion of guidance with regards to the
usage ofthe In-Text Questions (ITQ's). Such guidance helps and motivates students to interact
with the material as compared to some of them having to skip their role of answering the
questions, but just jump straight to the solutions and comments provided immediately after.
Without the guidance it is assumed that students are capable of participating in this type of
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activity. This might not be the case for students who are new in independent learning approach.
In Lemmer et al (1995) the ITQ'S and the self-text questions were considered hy students to be
"useful", "refreshing", assisting with revision and relating concepts and terms. It is interesting
to note that in Avery (1997) 13 out of24 students were found to be inconsistent in doing ITQ's,
while 22 viewed such exercises to be quite or very important. This could be the reason that
students perceived answering these as time wasting because they are provided with answers
anyway. They also rated the problem solving activities as very important through interaction with
the lecturers and fellow students.
2.7.2.4.4 Exampies
Students expected the materials to be using rich examples and arousing interest of study, and
examples were quoted as one of the aspects that can help to support the students as they are
going through the material in terms of reinforcing better understanding of what is dealt with.
Students appreciated having ready access to model answers for in-text questions, as some had
just scanned through them to locate the answers and recorded them as they were (Marland et al.
1984).
2.7.2.5 Students' Learning Styles
In this report a 'Learning Style' refers to the way in which an individual absorbs and retains
information and/or skills (Dunn, 1984) or the mode which is preferred by an individual student
for taking information and processing it (Merrell, 1991) both cited in Fraser and Nieman (1996).
Morgan (1984, p.261) supports that students' conception of learning and approaches to learning
to study are a critical ingredients in influencing learning outcomes.
Pask (1976) cited in Marland et al. (1984, p.216) differentiate between two tertiary students'
strategies to learning. Pask compare 'Holistic Strategy', whereby the subject matter is fitted with
another related topics, with 'real life' , and with personal experiences; and 'Serialist Strategy',
whereby understanding is built out of the component details, logical steps and operations taken
strictly in a linear sequence.
Marton and Saljo, cited in Marland et al. (1984) and Morgan (1984) identified two approaches
to learning tasks: deep-level processing, where students are looking for meanings and relating
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ideas together, and surface-level processing, where students are trying to remember details and
consider learning as a memorisation task. Mathias (1980) cited in Marland et al. (1984) described
undergraduate science students' approaches to learning as, course-focussed or interest-focussed,
dynamic and flexible for adaptation over a period of time.
Marland et al. (1984) identified three kinds of learning strategies that were used by all of their
participants. These are firstly, 'Orienting Strategy' (gaining an overview ofthe module, content,
scope, tasks required, using ITQ' S, table of contents, assessment details, study guide and
objectives); secondly, 'Directing Strategy' (providing themselves with reading goals and
purposes, using the advance organisers used in the orienting strategy); and finally, 'Gist
Identification Strategy' (searching for relevant material which they see as relevant and discarded
the remainder). Derry in Fraser and Nieman (1996) argued that it is highly unlikely that one
single tactic alone will ensure the criterion ofa well-structured knowledge, and therefore, multiple
tactics are usually required.
Lemmer et al. (1995) in their study with 10 UNISA students noticed that students' approaches
to learning texts depend strongly on their personal circumstances, such as family responsibilities,
community involvements, work commitments and poor study facilities. In this study students also
approached the text only for assignment or examination purposes. Only three students used the
multiple approach, i.e to gain overview, read the text, and read again while making notes, and
most of students worked according to the survival strategy, whereby they planned their studies
primarily according to assignment deadlines. Other strategies that were used were identifying and
underlining key words (Fraser and Nieman, 1996; Marland et al. 1984), making notes on the text.
These were interpreted as enhancing recall.
Most students (86,4%) involved in the Fraser and Nieman study, confirmed that relevant subject
matter is read repetitively until the work is understood and mastered. Therefore they identified
reading as an important learning style, especially for distance learners who rely mainly on written
materials. Most students also indicated that they prefer sununarising important and essential facts
and principles and also use what Pask, in Marland et al. (1984) refers to as a 'holistic strategy'.
Almost halfthe students rejected a suggestion that they relied on pure memorisation ofrelevant
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facts, and almost the same number agreed that they also employ rote learning in their learning
strategies. Others still believed in self-testing, by writing down after reading and memorisation,
and very few memorised facts by saying them aloud.
2.7.1.6 Supporting Services
Leluma (1996, p.l20) states:
ccStudents tend on the whole to see support services in terms of the
provision ofregionally accessible learning centres (campuses) and as
formal classes, rather than as more informal and individualised tutor
support. "
In this report 'support services' will be used to refer to both formal and informal, group and
individual, face-to-face and remote assistance provided by the distance education provider. This
will also include academic support, counselling, and administrative support available for students.
Robertshaw (1995) noted that the tutor for the 'Into Science' course was more of a 'teacher'
rather than providing a student centred tutorial, but the students wanted this type ofa tutorial.
The tutors for the courses Robertshaw trialled, commented that students needed concentrated
support and counselling, especially during the initial stages. Leluma (1996) had the same feeling
as she noticed that year 1 students were more concerned about the lack of support Waccessing
course materials, whereas the year 4 students were more concerned with the content and
instructional approaches. The students reflected that they used tutorials for gaining confirmation
ofthe material from the 'expert', the tutor. According to Robertshaw, this suggested a lack of
confidence in their ability to interpret the materials themselves. Some students felt that the
tutorials are important for the learning, even if nothing much is learnt from these sessions
(Lemmer et al. 1995). Those who were unable to attend gave distance and time as reasons and
asked tutorials to be dispersed around the state, and those who were able to attend felt that if they
were unable to attend their studies would be seriously affected (Robertshaw, 1995).
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For the students who participated in Avery's project, some felt that contact sessions were useful
in the sense that they provided a forum in which they discussed case studies and actual problem-
solving most of the students encounter in their work situation. One response stated that study
guides did not offer answers to specific problems, whereas the tutorials did. This is also the same
feeling which Huddle et al. (1992) reported, where students regarded discussions during tutorial
sessions as helpful for learning.
Huddle et al. (1992) found that halfthe students favoured staff-selected discussion groups as they
argued that self-selected discussion groups tended more to discuss social events, and less about
chemistry, and those who favoured self-selected groups said that they were free to discuss things
with their friends. Tutors had noticed that some students tended to do work other than chemistry
in the tutorial sessions, but still were able to participate while doing so.
2.7.2.7 Science Practical Work and Experiments
There is a need for science students and teachers to acknowledge that practical work is an
important integral part of science teaching and learning. Lemmer et al. (1996), in their study of
the presentation of practical work in Physics courses using the University ofNamibia and the
University ofPotchefstroom physics students, have concluded that the cognitive and affective
aspects ofpractical work are very important. They further stated that it is difficult to reach the
cognitive aspect aims with a practical course if attention is not given to the affective aspects, i.e.
students must find the practical work interesting. They recommended the following guidelines
ifboth the cognitive and affective aspect are to be considered (Lemmer, Lemmer and Smit 1996,
p.152).
• Setting clear objectives for each piece ofpractical work. The following are some of the
possible aims and objectives that can be formulated for practical work.
• To promote the ability to observe.
• To generate confidence within the student.
• To enable the student to handle apparatus correctly.
• To help students to construct mental models and write a report based on
observations.
• To trigger the thinking process and to generate questions.
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• Taking students' prior knowledge into account.
• Not overloading students.
• Designing exercises which have a purpose, goal and which are meaningful for students.
• Providing students with a sense of feeling that they are doing real Physics.
Hodgson (1988) contended that there is a need for scientists to differentiate between what is
meant when talking about practical work, laboratory work and experiments. He further
maintained that not all practical work needs to be carried out in a laboratory, and not all
laboratory work consists of experiments.
Lemmer, Lemmer and Smit (1996), in the comparison study between University of Namibia
Chemistry I students and Australian students who are in their tenth year of schooling, found that
both groups were weak in abilities that featured graph and reading comprehension aspects.
Australian students outperformed Namibian students in all other categories that they were tested
in, with a large differences showing in categories of library usage, experimental designs and the
drawing of conclusions from data. This indicated that Namibian students were unprepared for
experimental work at their first-year level. This could be attributed to the lack of necessary
facilities. In the comparison between Namibian and Potchefstroom students the study indicated
that 26% and 27% respectively, regarded practical work as an interesting and "hands-on"
activities, whereas 22% and 4% expected experimental work to be difficult. A few students from
both groups were not sure what to expect from the experiments. Lemmer, Lemmer and Smit,
attributed this to their lack ofpractical experience during school-going years, since a majority of
participating students in the University ofNamibia (57%) had never handled any apparatus at
school.
2.7.3 Some comments on the studies reviewed
The diversity of students in distance education programme requires a study of a multifaceted
nature in order for the programme providers to be able to illuminate students' and tutors'
viewpoints and evaluate their courses on a continuous basis, in order to develop the
understanding ofthe course consumers, since their expectations will have to be met for the course
to be successfully implemented. Considering the variation in the courses evaluated means that
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it is dangerous to generalise across a wide field, and indeed the researchers reported have not
attempted to do so.
The problems that can be identified with the studies reviewed are that:
• Most studies use very few students as samples. For example, the study done by Lemmer
et al. with 10 UNISA B. Ed students. If one can ask herself/himself about the total
number ofB. Ed students registering with UNISA from within and outside the country,
one really wonders how the results which were obtained from such a study can be used
to inform change, since ten students cannot be considered as a reliable representative
sample.
• Again some studies tend to use lecturers' or tutors' perceptions of how their students
perceived the materials. This is not in itself a problem, however, one needs to be very
alert to the conception that usually lecturers do not share the same values as their students
and hence their responses might be totally in contradiction from the students' real
perceptions. Therefore, it is usually recommended to combine students' view points with
lecturers' and!or tutors' perceptions.
• Using tutors' perceptions ofhow the students have been interacting with the materials can
be very misleading since a researcher will be involved in what Thompson (1990, p.288)
refers to as 're-interpretation of the pre-interpretation'. At this stage a researcher is re-
interpreting what the tutors has already interpreted.
• Finally, there are also problems associated with reliability and validity of any data
collecting tools.
But despite the above problems these studies were useful as they provided some useful
infontiation about important areas in education and some of these studies used students'
perc-eptions.
The next chapter will present the methodology that has been followed in conducting this
particular programme and material evaluative study using students' perceptions. The sampling
procedure, sample-size, the strengths and weaknesses ofthe instruments -used to collect data, data




3.1 Early developments of the project
After it had been decided that the FDE (Science Education) could not be offered at the beginning
of 1997 academic year, it was decided to use this opportunity to trial the 'Into Science' course
(as previously mentioned). Some ofthe important issues that were to be investigated were:
a. How the sample group to be used in the trialling would perceive the materials.
b. What problems would they encotlllter when using the 'Into Science' materials (refer
to section 1.8).
Therefore, the research team members had to meet late in the year 1996 and very early in January
1997 to co-ordinate the research process. It was then decided that both serving teachers and
college students would be appropriate groups to trial the course, since the FDE (Science
Education) course was intended for a distance teacher education programme which would only
enrol in-service teachers who had majored in non-science or science subjects in their secondary
school education and teacher training. Both situations (teachers' and students') were considered
and it was then decided to use college of education students for the following reasons.
• A large percentage ofthe targeted population will be teachers trained at these institutions.
• It was too late to recruit in-service teachers, whereas with the college students the
arrangements could be made directly with the college lecturers and rectors.
• Other complications that were foreseen in involving serving teachers were, firstly the
difficulties that can be encountered when selecting the sample group (selection criteria),
secondly the running of weekly tutorial sessions was going to be expensive in terms of
administration, thirdly the shortage of the 'Into Science' course materials, and fourtWy
the problems related to data collection strategies since serving teachers would be from
different schools and ideally from different areas also.
Following informal discussions with several potentially accessible colleges, staff at three colleges
ofeducation wished to join in. In this report they are referred to as Colleges A, B and C. There
was discussion on how to choose which students in a college would participate in the trialling.
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In the end in the two colleges where 'Into Science' was not part of a college course, it was
decided to accept all interested students. The recruitment procedures are described below.
There was communication with relevant lecturers, who were either science or/and mathematics
lecturers at the colleges during late 1996 and early 1997.
A3 advertisement posters (Appendix A) were displayed in colleges A and B, giving the name of
the contact person within each college for all enquiries about the course. Dates for the research
team's visits were arranged with the contact persons. The students who were interested were
then notified to attend these sessions for a more detailed explanation about the whole project.
Students ofcollege A and B were to take the 'Into Science' course as an extra-curricular activity,
whereas, at College C the course was taken as part of their newly proposed course called
'Science Support Group' and other students wen~ not informed or invited.
3.2 Research ~etting and sample groups
3.2.1 College A
This college is situated in North-West KwaZulu-Natal, right inside a township and has African
students only. Students are trained to teach either at junior or senior primary education level.
The college was in the process ofrenovation and reconstruction ofnew buildmgs and there are
very few educational facilities for students, such as science experiment kits. The staff is
predominantly African with about 20% being white. The total number of self-selected
participants in the project was 67 third year students out of 171 who attended the briefing session,
and 2 female lecturers (Refer to table 3.1). In addition approximately 85% ofthese students were
residing at the college residences. The students took the 'Into Science' course as an extra-
curricular activity and it is interesting to note that there were no year 2 students who took the
course even though they were also invited to the initial presentation. There were also no year 1
students because a controversy at the beginning ofthe year (about the colleges having to cut their
year 1 students' intake) meant there were no year 1 students present early in the term.
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3.2.2 College B
This college of education only admits female students and is situated about 35 kilometres from
north Durban and 35 kilometres from the coast. The students are trained in the field ofjunior and
senior primary education. The college staff members who were involved decided to invite year
3 senior primary students only. From the total of 60 students who attended the first briefing
session by the project team members, 36 took the course. This college has a majority ofAfrican
lecturers and the college has very limited resources. The students in this college took the 'Into
Science' as an extra-curricular activity out of their own choice (see table 3.1). All students were
residing at the college residences.
3.2.3 College C
This college is situated in Pinetown on the west ofDurban. The institution trains both primary
and secondary school teachers, and it is well resourced both in terms of facilities available for
students and its lecturing staff's qualifications. The college has students from several ethnic
groups and the lecturing staff is predominantly white. As already mentioned this college decided
to include the 'Into Science' in their newly implemented 'Science Support Group' curriculum,
which is offered to year 1 students. 23 students took the course (se table 3.1 below). This
college has a higher status than colleges A and B.
College A College B College C
Gender 32 males and 35 female students, 2 36 Females 9 female and 14 male
female lecturers (54 completed). (26 completed). students
(22 completed).
Ethnic Group All were Africans and 1 white Only Africans. 4 Indians, 3 Whites, 1
lecturer. Coloured and 15
Africans
College Majors Primary teacher's Diploma and Primary All of them are
majoring in both or eIther science, teacher's decialising in
mathematics or biology. Diploma and all hemistry (Physical
domg General Science) and/or
science. Biology.
Total number of
students who came 171 63 23
for the first
presentation.
Table 3.1 Sample groups at all three Colleges according to gender, ethnic group,




All colleges of education wanted the course to start early in the term. At Colleges A and B
lecturer~ feh that the course should start early, before students had committed themselves to other
out ofhours activities. Two sets ofvisits to each college were planned before students started
with the course.
3.3.1 First visit to the colleges
This was done before the students who would participate were identified and/or selected
themselves. The aim ofthis visit was to address all interested students and explain the aim ofthe
project and all the procedures. The research team (Dave Bailey, David Knox and Kitty Sokhela)
covered the following issues in their presentation.
• What is the 'Into Science' course? (Refer to section 1.7).
• What are the implications and what is expected from participating students? e.g.
Being an Independent learner, submitting two multiple choice and two short answer
assignments, filling in all relevant questionnaires, attending non-compulsory weekly
tutorials, be willing to participate in focus group sessions, etc.
• What incentives will the students have to be involved in the project? Gaining science
and mathematics knowledge and skills, participating anp learning about this
particular method ofprogramme evaluation, and receiving a certificate issued by the
University ofNatal (pietennaritzburg) should they complete the course successfully
(ApPendix C). This certificate will give them credits towards the FDE: they would
not need to do the first part of the FDE (Science) should the FDE be implemented
as proposed. Students are also getting the opportunity to do the course free of
charge.
• Signing the form with the statement ofinterest in and commitment to the course and
payment ofthe refundable R 25.00 deposit towards the materials (Appendix B).
At College C, where the materials were the responsibility of the college, students did
not have to sign this form and they did not have to pay a deposit towards the
materials.
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Also the research team members intended to briefthe tutors with regards to the running ofthe
tutorials, which did not happen All students who attended had to write a pencil and paper skills
pretest, lasting about one hour, based on questions from the United Kingdom Assessment
Performance Unit (APU). See the dissertation ofDave Bailey (1998) for further information.
It was agreed that the students needed some time to think about the implications of their
involvement with the project. Therefore, the declaration forms were handed out together with
the 'Into Science' background information pamphlet (Appendix D). Students were given
approximately 3 days to sign and return their signed forms to the contact person within the
college, to signify that they were willing to participate. After they had returned their signed
declaration forms, during the second team visit, a meeting was held only with those students who
had returned their forms, all of whom were included in the sample group without any further
selection criteria. Students at Colleges A and B were self-selected, the 'Into Science' course was
not part oftheir college work and was voluntary. Students from College C were automatically
selected on the basis that they had registered with the 'Science Support Group' option offered
by the college.
3.3.2 Second visit and the start of the 'Into Science' course
The purpose of this visit was to explain again to the students what was expected of them, the
materials were issued after the deposits were received, students wrote a 1 hour 'Into Science'
skills pretest (Dave Bailey's section), then the course started. In college C 1 pack of 'Into
Science' materials was shared between 2 students, while in College A and B 1 pack was shared
between 3. In college A most ofthe students used photocopied sets ofmaterials while in colleges
Band C all the copies were original Open University materials. The main difference between
original and photocopied materials was that the study booklets in the former had card covers
which were coloured with coloured photographs, while the photocopied booklets had
photocopied paper covers with black and white photographs. This procedure was adopted so
that all the students who said they wished to take the course could do so. Students were
requested to choose their own partners in order to alleviate some ofthe problems that could be
caused by students who do not know one another sharing a pack.
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Students were requested to study the 'Into Science' course materials over twelve weeks without
any break. This implied that the students would have to study one module a week and have a
tutorial on that particular module after it had been studied (see table in Appendix E for the
initially plarmed connnencement and finishing dates for each college). The tutorials were planned
to be in the fonn ofdiscussions, in the presence ofthe tutor with each group of students helping
one another in order to clarify points or they could call on the tutor if they had problems they
could not solve themselves. A different format was followed at College C (see section 3.3.4
below).
3.3.3 Description of how the programme was implemented in the three colleges
The following took place as the progrannne was implemented.
• Students had to share copies of the materials. This was inconvenient for students; the
Open University course designers intended each students to have hislher own study
materials.
• Some ofCollege A students had to use photocopied materials, which were less smart and
did not have coloured card covers. Therefore working with photocopied materials was
not the same as working with the original colourful glossy covers.
• Students were provided with weekly tutorials while these are not offered by the Open
University.
• These students were expected to complete the course in 12 weeks, whereas the Open
University students are expected to complete the course in 10 weeks.
• At College A the first four sessions were accelerated (Tutors' decision). Normal classes
were not being held. Therefore the students did not have much college work load.
Modules 1 and 2 were done in one week with one combined tutorial session, also modules
3 and 4 in one week with one combined tutorial session.
• At College B modules 5 and 6 and modules 7 and 8 were also accelerated (Tutors'
decision) after a students' protest action (not connected with the 'Into Science').
Because students' attendance at College B tutorials was declining, at one session only 7
students were present. The 'Into Science' tutor (Dave Bailey) told the students that they




This was a deviation since what they were told was not really true, but thereafter their
tutorial attendance improved.
As some students did not want to continue studying during Easter holidays, then the
programme had to stop during this period for all colleges.
College'C students did not want to continue with the course during their college first
semester examinations (e:;rrly in May 1997). They felt that they could not pass the 'Into
Science' whilst failing their college courses. Therefore the course had to stop again. But
at College B students felt they could continue with the 'Into Science' even when they
were on their teaching practice block session, so they did.
3.3.4 Format of tutorial sessions
A Mathematics lecturer who volunteered was co-ordinating tutorial sessions at College A on
TtJesday in the afternoon after college classes, Dave Bailey was co-ordinating the tutorial
sessions at College B on Monday in the afternoon and while the researcher was at College C on
Thursdays during science support group lectures. Colleges A and B had tutorials (2 hours long
in both colleges) which were mostly discussion amongst students. Students were divided into
groups, discussing their problems and the tutor would attend to each group's problems if the
students could not solve it themselves. However, this was not the case at College C, because the
lecturer who was taking the science support group raised the concern that the college staff
members involved wanted their students to gain more than just participating in the project. There
was therefore a suggestion that a pair of students should lead the tutorial sessions (80 minutes
long) for a particular module and be graded for their presentations. These grades were to be used
towards their overall year mark for the science support course. The researcher/tutor then
proposed that the tutor would not award marks for these presentations, but a peer evaluation was
to take place. The students agreed with the proposal. However, when we were then listing and
discussing the evaluation criteria to be used for each presentation, students felt that they would
not be happy to be assessed by their peers since they were not skilled to do this. Their suggestion
was that the lecturer concerned or the tutor should assess them. The final decision was that
students had to submit their 'Into Science' portfolios to the lecturer in charge of the course.
Then the tutor conducted the first two tutorials which followed the pattern at the other colleges
pairs ofstudents led the rest. In a typical format students attempted to teach the topic for the rest
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of the session following a fonnat more like "teaching practice", as students felt they needed to
be seen teaching. This fonnat was quite different from Colleges A and B and the researcher was
playing a role ofbeing an observer and checking with them after each presentation which areas
were problematic.
It is the researchers' comments that the situation in College C was much less representative of
possible future use for FDE materials than situation in Colleges A and B. This said because
during the tutorial session there was less students' involvement and the amount of thinking which
seemed to be going on compared with the other two Colleges.
At colleges A and B there were approximately two practical experiments that were conducted
during tutorial sessions. At College C the practical experiments were not done at all, even though
the tutorials took place in a well equipped laboratory (see section 4.2.8 to follow). The following
time line type diagram show the dates on which every college were conducting tutorial sessions










11 March 18 March 6 May 3 June
ColI.D .:._----------------------_.:._--...-----...----------------------_.:._----------------------_.:.
3 March 21 March 21 May 17 June
Coli. C .:._----------------------_.:._--...-----...---------------------_.:._----------------------_.:.
6 March 20 March 29 May 26 June
Keys: ...---..-... Easter vacation period (27 March to 8 April).
Module or tutorial numbers.
Fig. 1 A time line indicating dates fOf tutorials on modules 1, 4, 8 and 12
in each college.
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3.4 Data Collection Strategies Employed
3.4.1 Open-Ended Questionnaire for students
In the second week of the programme students were issued with an open-ended questionnaire
(Appendix F). They were asked to fill it in as they were going through the materials and
requested to submit it at the end of the 'Into Science' trialling period. This questionnaire
provided enough spaces for students to write their comments and they were encouraged to insert
other sheets if they felt the spaces were not enough for their comments. The idea of this
questiormaire was to identify the problems the students were having as they were going through
the 'Into Science' programme, particularly the use of the study materials. Students were
expected to comment on the following issues:
• Their initial reactions to the course.
• Study guidance provided in the materials.
• Design and appearance ofthe materials.
• Language used in the materials.
• Introductions, summaries and objectives.
• Examples used in the materials.
• Weekly tutorial sessions.
• Practical work featured in the materials.
• AssessTIUent.
• Knowledge and skills gained.
• Self-studying compared with college and classroom education.
• Who would be suitable learners for the 'Into Science' course.
• General information on the learners themselves.
One ofthe problems that was encountered with these questionnaires was that the questionnaire
was very long (19 pages), and only 70 completed questionnaires (53%) were returned. Some of
the reasons for not returning the questionnaires were that they were misplaced, there was no time
to :fill them in because ofother connnitments and work for college studies. Another problem was
that some questions were not answered. This raises the issue of the representativeness of the
perceptions reported since almost half of the sample did not return their questionnaires. This is
discussed later in section 4.1.
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3.4.2 Semi-structured questionnaire for students
This questionnaire (Appendix G) was issued to students during the second last week before the
course ended. They were requested to :fill it in during the tutorial session and they were given 30
minutes to do so. 83 students completed these questionnaires as others were absent from the
tutorials on that day.
The questions aimed to investigate the approaches they have adopted in using the materials and
to check ifthis influenced the way they studied for other college courses or hot. The following
were four broad areas which were addressed by this questionnaire.
• Students reasons for taking the 'Into Science' course.
• The approaches they used to study the 'Into Science'.
• Preferences in tutoring style, examination and assignments.
• General course presentation.
The open-ended option was added to most of the questions to reduce the bias of being over
restrictive for the responses.
Students were provided with 47 statements and for each asked to tick a response on a 5 point
Likert type scale. For some items an open-ended, 'other' or 'why' option was added. They were
expected to mark the response which they saw as being more appropriate to them, from 'strongly
agree' to 'strongly disagree' or 'from very important' to 'almost irrelevant'.
Some people argue that the use of this type of data gathering method is not effective since the
respondents are restricted in their responses, and other important categories can be ignored (Bless
and Higson-Smith 1995, p.122).
3.4.3 Study time recording sheets
At the beginning ofthe project students were given a study time recording sheet (Appendix H)
and they were requested to record the amount of time and the number of sessions they were
spending on each module, in hours and in minutes. Only 10 ofthese time recording sheets were
completed and returned, ofwhich 2 were group and 8 individual responses. By mistake the last
page was unfortunately not given to students. For this dissertation this data was not used as the
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returns were very poor hence they do not represent the amount of time most of the students have
spent on each module and minimal conclusions can be drawn.
3.4.4 Semi-structured focus group interviews with students.
There were focus group interviews which were done with groups of self-selected students from
each college. Each group consisted of about 5 to 8 students, except in college A where the
numbers ofstudents who were participating in one session kept on growing to a final total of 15
students. At College C one group took part, at College B two groups were involved and three
groups participated at College A. This was done because of the different number of students
participating in each colle~e, so that the focus group discussions could more fairly represent the
whole sample.
These focus group interviews were done to cross check on the answers given on the open ended
questionnaires (Appendix I). The sessions were informal, lasted for about one hour and they
were audio-tape recorded with every group's permission.
This enabled the individuals to share their ideas and check if they agreed with what was said by
others; hence they could reach consensus about some issues. Sometimes some students did not
participate freely in the discussion as one or two tended to dominate with their inputs or
comments. The feeling ofrapport, comfort and language were also other issues since at College
A students did not want to be interviewed by a more elderly 'white' University science education
lecturer. One of the reasons they highlighted was that they would not be free to express
themselves clearly, whereas with me they could also speak isiZulu and its slang and hence the
researcher would understand what they were saying. Both isiZulu and English were used freely
in these discussions. Almost all College A students wanted to be involved in these discussions
and the numbers of participating students in each group kept on increasing as students were
coming in one by one. In the other two colleges, students needed more convincing to participate
in these discussions. One student from College C commented that they thought they were going
to be asked about the content of the course, which is why they were reluctant to volunteer.
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3.4.5 Open ended questionnaire for the college lecturers
The questionnaire (Appendix 1) was designed for tutors so that they would comment about the
'Into Science' course and materials. The questions were mostly derived from the open ended
questionnaire given to students and structured in a way that would elicit the responses about the
problems that they initially thought the students would encounter as they were using the
materials. The questionnaire was given to the tutors after the 5th or 6th week and eollected after
the piloting period. They were also encouraged to make some suggestions ~bout what would be
needed for the course to be successfully implemented in South Africa. Two College C lecturers
completed the questionnaires, as did a tutor at College A and Dave Bailey for College B.
3.4.6 Semi-Structured Interviews with college lecturers
The college lecturers who were assisting with the coordinating ofthe-project in the coUeges were
interviewed for about one hour (Appendix K). These interviews were to check on their responses
from the open-ended questionnaires and the interviews were audio-tape recorded with their
approval. Many useful comments emerged from these discussions.
These interviews required certain skills that the researcher did not have, especially since the
researcher was interviewing people who were more 'powerful' and had higher status. The
researcher particularly felt like this when interviewing two College C lecturers (both at the same
time) and was rather intimidated by the responses they were giving to some statelllents. The
researcher did not feel able to probe their comments further. It is worth mentioning that these
lecturers and those from College B did not actively participate in the discussion during tutorial
sessions, and perhaps were less familiar with the materials than the main tutors.
3.4.7 Other strategies
Unstructured participant observations were done during the tutorial sessions. Most tutorials were
audio recorded and notes were made during sessions. Video recording these sessions was
considered ideal but would have been more expensive. However, audio recording the sessions
alleviated the biases that were possible when writing down my observations and enabled me to
reconstruct some comments after the session. Exchanges between the tutor and the whole group
were recorded in this way, and small group discussion was not. It is the researcher's perception
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that the students were able to comment freely without their lecturers nearby as the relationship
became stronger. Informal discussions with students and lecturers were also used, and important
points and comments raised in these talks were written in the researcher's diary afterwards.
Despite all the problems that were encOl.ll1tered the running of the project and the data collection
methods, the researcher is convinced that the data which was obtained from this project is reliable
and valid. This reliability and validity is strengthened by the usage of several cross-checking
methods (Le triangulation).
3.5 Certificate presentation
During October 1997, at each college those students who had successfully completed the course
were each given a certificate in a presentation ceremony. Because the programme had to finish
towards the end of June 1997 (later then anticipated), it was not feasible for us to give the
students a full presentation on the results of the pilot as was initially planned, because when the
team went for certificate presentation for those who successfully completed the course, the
process of data analysis was not finished. However, the tentative patterns ~d comments were
briefly outlined at each college.
3.6 Data processing measures used
Themes were identified in students' and tutors' open ended questionnaires, focus group
interviews with students, and interviews with lecturers. The major perspective was that of an
interpretative paradigm, therefore no complicated statistical formulae were used, only percentages
and/or frequencies were calculated. For the 5 point Likert scale questionnaire, frequenci~s of
different responses and overall percentages were calculated for selected questions in relation with
the research issues to be investigated. The results were recorded in a computer spreadsheet file.
In conclusion, the triangulation approach proved useful as no one method was completely
successful, but together the methods provided reliable findings (see section 4.1). If the researcher
was to repeat the study with another group, the following would be done to improve data
collection strategies.
• Making use of shorter questionnaires.
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• Making sure that both students majoring in science and those not majoring in science
subjects are included in the sample for comparing responses.
• The course to run at exactly the same time and the same tutorial style to be used for all
groups.
• Video-taping most tutorial sessions.
• Giving students enough time during contact sessions to fill in the questionnaires and
return them.






The main basis of the data reported here are the data gathered through the open-ended
questionnaire (completed by 70 students altogether) and 5 point scale questi9nnaire (completed
by 83 students). The numbers of the responses from each college are summarised in table 4
below. The information from the focus group and other interviews supported, and never
contradicted, results from the questionnaires. Not all questions were used for this data analysis,
but they were selected to address the main issues.
College Total number of Open ended 5 point Likert type Focus group Interviews with
students taking questionnaires questionnaires interviews with the lecturers or
the course returned completed students tutors
A 69 32 40 3 groups 1
B 36 24 23 2 groups 2
C 23 14 20 1group 2
Total 128 70 83 5 groups 5
Table 4 Total number of responses obtained from the
questionnair~s and interviews.
4.2 Respresentativity of sample
The post test scores ofthese students were more or less evenly distributed throughout the whole
mark range, suggesting that their; views might be reasonably representative of the students
completing the 'Into Science' course.
4.3 Results
As the data was analysed, key points emerged. The headings of sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.10 proved
convenient for describing them.
}
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4.3.1 Reasons for taking the course
This data has been drawn from the 5 point scale questionnaire. 82 (99%) students said they took
the 'Into Science' course because they thought it would give them useful skills and no one
opposed this statement, 60 students (72%) said they chose it because it sounded interesting (See
figure 2). Peer pressure was denied to have been an influencing factor for their choices. When
the course was introduced at College A, there were no college lectures, for other reasons, so the
students were given a statement stating that they had decided to take the 'Into Science' to fill up
their time because there were no lectures. 28 College A students (70%) indicated this statement
as not true for them.
Asked whether they had done the course so that they would a certificate with the University name
on it, 35 (45%) ofthe 77 students who responded to the statement disagreed and 31 (40%) said
this statement was true for them. After the course had been completed and the research team
members went for certificate presentation at all three colleges, students from Colleges A and B
were celebrating and taking individual photographs as they were handed the certificates,
compared with College C students who were just cool, without any visible excitement.
All students were consulted when the certificates were drafted to be printed, one of the questions
was, "should the name of the colleges be printed in the certificates?" All students from College
A and B did not like the idea of having the college name imprinted in the certificates, with the
reason that these colleges are not reputed to offer high quality teacher education, and the students
could use these certificates to make themselves more employable. Whereas, the students from
College C wanted the college name to be imprinted on their certificates, saying that they have
done the course as College C's students, so it will be good to have the name of the college. This
signified that these students are proud of their college. Maybe this is due to the reputation the
college has with regards to the quality of education offered. One other possible explanation of
College C students' perceptions, as first year students, was that these students through their
responses are not reflecting anything in relation to their prospects after college education, because
they have not yet been thinking so much about the working world.
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Lecturers at Colleges A and B said that they thought the students had chosen to do the 'Into
Science' firstly, because it was linked with the University. Secondly, after students have seen that
the value ofthese two colleges is not good, therefore what the outside organisations have to offer
is usually taken seriously to help them get better jobs, as science teachers are better employable.
Thirdly, some students saw the opportunity to further their studies, i.e giving opportunity to
automatically qualify for the F.D.E (science).
Amongst other reasons that were given, 3 students from College C said that they had no choice
whether or not to enrol for the course as it was incorporated in their science support curriculum.
Others were as follows:
"Revision, improve science and teaching methods. "
"I want to be a science teacher in future. "
"It is easy to go to the University because ofthis certificate. "
"To realise whether will I be able to cope with further studies in the next years. "
Reasons for taking "Into Science"
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0.1 Retrain as a science teacher
0.2 Extra course and free of charge
0.3 Friends' influence
0.4 Sounded interesting
0.5 The course will give useful skills
0.6 Study science in depth after leaving college
0.7 Wanted a certificate with the University name on it
0.8 To fill in the time while the classes were suspended
Fig.2 Reasons why students chose to do 'Into Science'
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4.3.2 Students' initial reactions to the 'Into Science'
A total of63 students responded to the question about what they thought the course would be
like before and after the project team members came for presentations. 25 (40%) of these
students were more concerned about the level of difficulty of 'Into Science', as they were
expecting the course to be difficult since it will be dealing with science related content which is
generally perceived to be difficult. 3 students said that they were expecting the course to be
difficult because it was offered by the University. 5 expected the course to be easy, and 3
students expected to have lectures, with one student expecting to study on her own. The
following are some typical responses.
H/ expected it to be helping in science especially / expected it will be a little
better with Chemistry. "
"Difficult but helpful. "
H/ thought it is course introducing us to the world ofscience and that it is hard
and difficult to be done by science students. "
H/ was expecting this course to be like science. "
After the research team members came for presentation, 8 students expected the course to be
helpful in their science related subjects and to reinforce some science concepts that are dealt with
in their college studies. 31 students then expected the course to be easy, with 3 others saying that
they thought it would be easy because even those students who were not majoring in science
subjects could also do the course. 6 students were still expecting the course to be difficult. Some
ofthe representative responses are as follows.
H/ expected it to be easy and interesting. "
H/ thought it will be a bit easier than it is. "
H/ thought it will not take too much time. "
HMore interesting, more enhancing, more encouraging, skilful and have
development in other part ofit. "
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4.3.3 Independent and Distance learning mode
59 students out of66 (89%) said that this type oflearning, i.e. Distance and Independent learning,
was good, and 7 (11%) said it was not good. 50% ofthose who said it was good, motivated their
statements by highlighting that this learning style improves independent self-study habits and
boosts one's confidence and motivation. 3 students felt that it is good because one can check
himselt7herselfthrough using the Self-Assessment Questions (SAQ's) and In-Text Questions that
are offered in the materials. 3 students amongst those who said this method was bad, contended
that ifa learner had a problem with a particular aspect that is covered in the materials, that person
could not get immediate help, because he/she had to wait for weekly tutorials, which could be
taking a risk for students. 2 students, said that science is a difficult subject, hence a teacher
should be available. Most students (56%) said that, the 'Into Science' materials can work best
in conjunction with lectures, rather than by self-study. Group discussions were also regarded as
a new experience by 4 students, and studying using self-explanatory modules rather than one
whole course using one thick textbook was highlighted by 5 students as a good feature. 2
students said that studying at their own pace and choosing where they want to do their studying
was convenient, 4 students said that doing practicals on their own was a new experience for them.
The five point scale questionnaire, revealed that 45 out of 81 (56%) students agreed with the
statement that the 'Into Science' would work best in conjunction with lectures, as opposed to a
self-study situation alone, and 19 (23%) students were not sure about this statement. But when
lecturers were interviewed theysaid that the materials would not work together with lectures, as
they were not meant to, but some ideas could be 'stolen' and adapted for a lecturing situation.
They said that these materials can also guide lecturers to design their own courses. Colleges C
lecturers, by contrast, contended that their college was not a college that had a problem in
designing good quality science courses as they had qualified staff and people from the University
who were acting as advisors. 67 (81%) students agreed with the statement that they have now
realised (after doing 'Into Science') that it is possible to do much more work than they were used
to.
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4.3.4 Tutorials and practical work
15 students initially expected to have a lecture during tutorials, whereby somebody would come
and 'teach' them, define terms and explain some of the important points. 5 were expecting to be
asked questions and to write short tests. Contact sessions or tutorials were seen as an important
element ofthis learning method. One ofthe reasons that was given, was that ifone had a problem
with a certain section ofthe course one could come to a tutorial and get some help from the peers
and the tutor. Sharing of ideas during tutorials was generally appreciated, but others were
arguing that some students were not participating in the discussions, instead they were making
noise whilst others would sit down quietly without participating, but benefit from those who were
participating.
College C's students were happy about leading tutorial sessions with the argument that they were
having an experience ofstanding in front ofthe whole class to 'teach'. The reader will recall that
their tutorial structure was different from the other two colleges. Students were divided into
pairs and they had to lead each tutorial session. These students thought that they nyeded to be
seen 'teaching' others. The researcher/tutor noticed that more than half of the students who were
coming for tutorials at College C, would come to the tutorials not being prepared for the session.
The students who would be prepared and pre-read the module would be those who would be due
to lead the session.
Another interesting observation was that at Colleges A and B the practicals were not done at the
Laboratories, but the equipment was brought to the lecture or tutorial rooms. In contrast, at
College C, where there was all the resources the students needed to perform better in science, and
the tutorials were taking place at the laboratory, no practicals were done during the tutorial
sessions.
50 students out of57 (88%), said that the practicals or experiments that are featured in the 'Into
Science' were stated on a step-by-step basis and easy to follow, with 5 saying not all of them
were easy to follow. However, it was mentioned that they took a lot of time to do compared to
the practicals they normally do at the College, and 12 students said these were not different from
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those they conduct at college. There was a suggestion from one of the college lecturers to
include a set of experiment kits with the printed study materials.
It is the view ofthe researcher that the practicals included in 'Into Science' would take a student
little time to do.
During the tutorial sessions, including College C, the following areas seemed to be a problem for
most of the students: significant figures, plotting and interpreting graphs, multiplying by the
powers often, word sums and basic chemistry. See Dave Bailey's report for more details.
4.3.5 Assessment
Most students were comfortable with the use of 2 multiple choice questions and 2 tutor marked
assignment questions for final assessment purposes. The responses received from the 5 point
scale questionnaire showed that most students would prefer to be assessed in a variety ofways,
i.e examination, individual assignments, tests, group-work participation, portfolio, oral work, and
practical work. 77 out of82 students (94%) said that they preferred assignments that had general
questions, which allowed them to show their ideas on a subject. 73 (89%) students said that they
preferred very specific questions which will help them to realise whether they have understood
or not. This may indicates inconsistency in response, as students indicated that they preferred
two different assignments styles. One of the lecturers from College C also indicated that the
students would prefer to be assessed in a variety of ways.
When the students were asked which strategy did they employ to answer the assignment
questions, most ofthem, ifnot all, said that they would study all the modules that were specified
for that particular assignment, and then they would start tackling their assignment questions.
They were also asked what did they do if they were having problems. 15 students said they
would ask the tutor, 3 (only from College C) said they would ask their parents, 20 said they
would consult other group members, 6 students said that they would ask other students from the
college who are majoring in science subjects or friends, 11 said they would go back to the study
guide, and 2 said that they would just ignore the problem and proceed.
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4.3.6 Language and writing style
61 out of63 students (97%) ofthe students who answered the question about the language and
the style of writing that is used in 'Into Science' felt that addressing learners on a first person
basis was good and user-friendly. Only 2 students opposed this style ofwriting but failed to give
reasons. 17 students (27%) said this style of writing made them feel as if the lecturer was
personally and really communicating with them, and 6 said this style of writing mad them feel
practically involved in the learning situation. Some typical responses are as follows:
"Yes it is as if the book is talking to you. Andyou answer it by
responding what they want you to do. "
"It helps to encourage the reader to searchfor more information. "
"The language "you" and "I" or "we" makes you as a reader feel
involved in the portion ofmodule. "
"It is challenging because it uses the first person you know that it
is talking to you, its like a teacher when is talking to you. "
But 3 students mentioned that this style ofwriting did not have any effect on them, because the
were only concentrating on the content the materials had to offer. One student writes:
"It doesn't have any effect because we do have other books which are
not specifying to whom they are addressing and we actual know it refers to us although
it is not innocent/using 'I' or 'we' . "
60 (91 %) of the 66 students, said that the English language used in the materials was easy to
understand, and 4 students said that if they were having difficulties with some terms they were
using the dictionaries. 4 (6%) students said the language was not easy to understand as there
were difficult terms, ambiguous terms and long sentences. When the students were asked to state
what type of students they thought would be able to cope with the 'Into Science' course, the
responses were divided into three categories.
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Category 1. One group of students were considering the subjects that a student should have
done. 5 of the responses was that students should have done science up to at
least high school level, and 5 students said the materials are suitable for non-
science students only, with 24 students saying that both non/science students can
do the course.
Category 2. The second group was looking at the level of education a students should have
at least completed. 5 said these materials are suitable for students who are at the
secondary level of education and 4 said they should have completed their
secondary school education, with 1 arguing that anyone could cope with the
course as long as shelhe understands simple English.
Category 3. Finally the third group was looking at the intelligence level of a student. Being
a hard worker, dedicated, studious and motivated was stated as important by 22
students. 3 students said that only highly gifted, diligent, and intelligent learners
would be able to cope with these materials. In contrast 5 responded that both
slow learners and fast readers can cope with the amount of reading that is
required. In the five point scale questionnaire, 91% said that group discussions
were helpful to understanding. More than half disagreed with the statement that
it is not necessary to have time consuming tutorials for every module, and 78%
said that tutorials were extremely helpful and all students should attend.
4.3.7 Students' comments on the study guidance
More than halfofthe students said that the study guidance provided in the materials, was good,
useful, appropriate, realistic and sufficient. 16 students (25%) said that the study guidance had
made their studying much easier and it gave a broad introduction for each module and told a
learner exactly where to start, stop and what to expect from each module. However the 'study
guidance' was sometimes confused with the 'study guide booklet' (which is part of the materials
and has revision questions and answers for each module). The completion of these is not
compulsory and is not checked. 2 students said that the study guidance was not good and needed
some improvements, and 1 student felt that the help of a tutor is necessary to swnmarise each
module for the learners. This illustrates the need for students to get an 'expert's' approval of
what they have been doing before they can be confident and believe that they can manage with
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individual studying. Many students during the focus group sessions, said that they did not really
stick to the study guidance that was provided because it was not working for them. When they
were asked whether this aspect should be removed, the majority, ifnot all, said that it must not
be removed because other students might need to use it and it could be helpful for them. One
students commented that the idea ofrecording how many hours are spent on each module, was
good and helpful, and one student said that the study guidance could also be used in other
courses. The following are some typical responses.
"It is not good it needs to improve to have separation like when module
10, 11 and 12 must be clear visible. "
"It helps a lot, it guides us to know what I am going to read. "
"It is good it helps you answering some SAQ's. "
"Very important to give us the guidelines ofusing the module and gives
the outline ofthe work you are going to do. "
"It is good because it guides you how to study, how to settle your time. "
"Yes it is it guides every learner it serves the purpose ofthe tutor. "
"Yes. But on the other hand it's no good because someo-ne can come
with his good method ofstudying. "
4.3.8 Design and the appearance of the materials
All students (69) who answered questions based on the design and appearance of the materials,
said that the materials were attractive and easy to handle. 5 of these students said that even
though the materials were too wordy, it encouraged learning and served the purpose of the tutor.
The idea of having a plastic case was commonly liked, with one of the rationales being that it
made carrying the materials easy because it protected them from rain. The wide margins were
not seen as a waste ofpaPer. Almost all students valued the large margins in the materials, saying
that they were useful for students eomments and working out of answers to the SAQ's and In-
Text Questions. This was despite even being told not to mark the materials. Diagrams, cartoons,
tables, glossary at the end and sunnnary were highly appreciated. The following modifications
in relation to contextualization of the materials were suggested.
• To have pictures of 'Blacks' on the outside covers, rather than 'Whites'.
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• For each module to have a cover picture which corresponded with the content of
that particular module, rather than the same picture on all booklets. For example, for
the module which deals with surveying, the cover could have a picture of a building
and other related pictures.
• Each student to have his/her own copy ofthe study material, rather than sharing the
copies as it was with these three groups of students.
• For the materials to use examples that are relevant to a South African context,
compared to British examples that are featured in the materials. However most
students felt that the examples were clear and appropriate to the content that was
covered. 13 students (21%) said the examples were not enough and t1)at more
should be added, while 49 (79%) said they were enough. 4 students argued that
module 3 (which deals with different types ofrocks) was irrelevant, easy, boring and
unnecessary. The use of rands instead ofpounds, kilometres instead ofmiles, and
South African large cities in word problems was widely recommended by students
and lecturers. In the five point scale questionnaire, the statement, "The fact the 'Into
Science' material does not use South African examples does not hinder my
understanding", revealed that 45 students out of81 (56%) who responded to the
statement agreed with the statement, and 27 disagreed (33%). However, 79% and
63% said that they would prefer study materials which show what they are learning
relates to the outside world and tells them exactly what is important, respectively.
The following are some typical responses.
HSome that are used are not from SA but when you change it and used
unit or money from here are very good. "
H Other examples are easy and other examples complicated. "
H Examples are easy to follow but there are some other difficulties that
we students do come across e.g. We are not familiar with dollars we are using
Rands. "
• Almost all students and lecturers commented that the fact that the materials consists
of several separate booklets made studying easier. This was explained by making
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comparison between the 'Into Science' booklets and normal school textbooks. The
rationale here was that studying separate booklets meant that students felt that there
was not as much work that needed to be done and one will be eager to study because
the target for finishing each module is running over fewer pages. Also when one is
through with those particular modules that booklet will not be carried anYm0re.
Unlike 'Into Science', the ordinary textbooks which usually has more than 100
pages, were perceived as de-motivating some students, and it made their learning
difficult. Some students even highlighted that they usually thought they would finish
each module faster by looking at the page numbers, only to find out that it was
taking them more time than they anticipated.
4.3.9 Comments on specific modules
A lot ofstudents said that Modules 8 to 12 were difficult and challenging, modules 1 and 2 were
easy and module 3 was boring (see figure 3 below). During the focus group discussions, most
ofthe students did not understand what module 3 (about rocks) had to do with science, this was
raised very negatively and students suggested omitting this topic. Figure 3, below indicates the
students' rating ofall modules. Modules 9, 10, 11 and 12 were rated as difficult.
Students' rating of modules
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Fig. 3 Students' rating of the modules according to:
challenging, interesting, boring, easy and difficult.
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4.3.10 Lecturers' reactions to 'Into Science'
Lecturers from College A and B said that they initially expected more than halfof their students
not to be able to coPe with the amount of reading that is required by 'Into Science'. In College
C lecturers said that out of23 students who had registered for their 'Science Support Group' 3
students were never going to make it because they 'just don't have it'. Lecturers at Colleges A,
C and a tutor at College B (Dave Bailey), were initially worried about the language used in the
materials and/or the relevance ofexamples in a South African context.
But as the course was running they realised that more students who took 'Into Science' are doing
better than they initially expected. When some ofthe lecturers (3) were asked how they thought
the 'Into Science' students were doing, they said that they were doing better than they expected.
The following reasons were given. Firstly, because the materials were self-contained i.e. the
students did not have to do extra readings; secondly, because the ideas were presented in a new
way; and thirdly, that the programme was carefully controlled. The following descriptions were





• Lots of reading required.
• Good presentation.
• Cover a range of science concepts.
In conclusion, this chapter has attempted to summarise what the researcher consider to be the key




Discussion, conclusion and recommendations
5.1 Discussion
This section will discuss some important aspects of the findings which emerged from the data
analysis.
5.1.1 Students' reasons for taking courses
It is evident that most students choose to do certain courses in order to gain certain skills and
knowledge so that they would be more employable. Most students said that peer pressure did not
contribute to their decision in taking 'Into Science'; ifit is the case it was denied. This makes one
say that there is a high possibility that students enrol for courses they see as useful, regardless of
the costs required to enrol for such courses: if they can afford it, they enrol. Also some students
perceive some courses as being more useful than others. Some students do not take courses
because they are offered for free or to :fill up their free time. This also shows that there are few
students who take courses for 'fun' or 'pleasure'. There is a need for the course designers to
keep on modifying study materials and address students' needs through their courses so that
students will have very good reasons why they choose to enrol for such courses.
5.1.2 Students' initial reaction to courses
It has been noted that some students think that science subjects and those courses which are
offered by the Universities are difficult and can only be done by intelligent and hard workers. In
the trialling of 'Into Science' it was clearly revealed that if a subject does not fall under the field
of science, it is perceived as easy and therefore anyone can cope with it. This is one of the
problems with science education because some students firmly believe that science is difficult.
The consequence of this perception is that some potential students who are interested in doing
science in schools are discouraged from doing so as they themselves and/or others do not see
themselves as being competent enough to cope with science. There is therefore a need for
students and teachers to be re-orientated towards the teaching and learning of science subjects.
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It is the researcher's perception that Physical Science is often incomprehensibly taught, thus it is
difficult for students to understand. Also a lot ofprerequisite skills and knowledge are required
which causes further problems for those who had problems understanding the content, knowledge
and skills dealt with before.
5.1.3 I)istance learning for South African students.
In South Africa the distance learning mode is still developing. Responses obtained from this pilot
project showed that most students do not dislike studying at a distance, at least in a situation with
frequent tutorials and being in contact with other students rather than being relatively isolated.
Most students argued that this instructional mode is good and encourages independent learning
habits. It is also evident that through this instructional mode (material-based learning) students
or learners determine their own learning pace. Distance Education encourages self-study habits
and boosts learners' self-confidence and motivation. But a distance study mode requires a lot of
support for students in a variety ofways in order for learners to be successful. UsuaIly students
need 'an expert's approval' on what they are learning, which enables students to continuously
check whether they are on the right track. The students indicated clearly their view that if a
learner is to be successful in independent learning, self-motivation towards studying is a pre-
requisite.
5.1.4 Practicals
In this study students gave little vah,le to conducting practical experiments. Most students who
were doing 'Into Science' felt they did not have to conduct the experiments that were
incorporated in the materials. These students felt that performing these experiments is a waste
of time as they know from experience what the results will be. Some students argued that the
experiments were so easy that they would see themselves as being 'insane' if they do them as they
could tell what would be the results without practically performing the experiments but relying
on their i,magination and past experiences.
At College C when the students were asked to lead the tutorial sessions, they were initially
supposed to be awarded marks for their presentation (but this never happened), and they were
not specifically told to conduct the experiments. Although the tutorials were conducted in a well-
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equipped laboratory, not a single experiment was conducted. This in a way signifies that students
did not consider practicals as having high value. Possible reasons include the following.
• They were more keen to practice their teacher-talk skills.
• Experiments provided in the 'Into Science' were not glamorous and not as attractive
as college level experiments.
• They thought that other students will mess up their spotlessly clean laboratory.
• The experiments were too long therefore they would take most of the time.
• Practicals do not matter because other students know what the answers should be.
This means that education is for learning the right answers rather than learning the
skills of arriving at the right answer.
At the other two colleges some experiments (about 1-3) were conducted in the lecture theatres,
where the apparatus was brought in. But still the students showed that they did not conduct
experiments on their own and conducting these experiments during tutorial sessions were the
tutors'initiatives. This again shows that in most of our schools and colleges there is a common
perception that an experiment is worth conducting if it requires fancy and complicated apparatus,
chemicals and a white 'lab' coat. If an experiment does not require these, it is not worthy to be
performed as one can just predict what will be the answer. This raises a need for our students,
teachers and lecturers to put a higher value on practicals so that skills that are required and gained
through experimenting, like observation, manipulating, accurate measurement, etc. will be further
and properly developed. One ofthe ways ofinstilling these values is to continuously assess these
skills, and for these assessments to be considered for the final assessment in any science course.
5.1.5 Assessment
Students preferred to be assessed in a variety of ways. It is a common practice in distance
education for the students to be assessed through assignments andlor examinations. It is then
important that students, especially Science students, be assessed in other ways like conducting
practicals, writing a report, oral assessment, compiling a portfolio, etc. The usage of these
assessment teclmiques can be helpful especially for teachers, as they will learn how various types
ofassessments can be carried out and what are their uses, strengths and weaknesses: they can also
use these assessment techniques for their pupils.
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5.1.6 Language and writing style
If the materials are to be used for independent study purposes, they have to be written in a
conversational style so that the text will perform some of the tutors' or lecturers' roles. This can
also be done by the writers after they have identified and/or anticipated most of the learners'
problem areas and they will have to address these in the study materials. The majority of students
considered themselves as being part of the course presentation if they were addressed on a first-
person basis as this could encourage them to actively participate in a learning situation. In this
pilot project students argued that the inclusion ofthe SAQ's and the In-Text questions made them
feel as if the lecturer is personally communicating with them as they usually found themselves
having to say some answers aloud, as if they are attending a lecture.
5.1.7 Study guidance for students
Most students did not use the study guidance (introductory comments) provided by the study
materials, but they decided to embark on their personal study methods which suited them.
However, in this study, students appreciated having the study guidance in the materials as they
argued that other students could compare this with their own methods. Some students also felt
that the provision ofthe study guidance was essential even if they personally did not follow it, but
others would feel comfortable to follow the guidance that is suggested. Therefore, the study
guidance was useful for those who might need and want to try it out.
This aspect ofproviding students with appropriate study guidance seems to be neglected by most
ofthe South African material-based learning materials developers, and it needs some concentrated
attention as one of the ways of supporting learners.
5.1.8 Design and appearance of study materials
The size of the print and paper, pictures, margins, colourful and glossy covers, packaging, etc
makes a difference in encouraging and motivating students to study. Students who participated
in this trialling were happy about the above aspects of the 'Into Science' materials as they said
the materials were attractive. The kit also made studYing easier because the modular set up would
help students think that there is little to read but after some time they would observe that they
have spent more time than initially anticipated. Generally materials developers do not want to
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spend extra expense on some of these aspects, but ifone considers the returns that these will
bring for students, one can argue that the amount of extra expense required is very small
compared to what the students will achieve from using the materials, especially ifmaterials will
be produced in bulk.
5.1.9 Perception that 'Earth Sciences does not count'
It has been reflected that Earth sciences are not considered as one of the fields amongst sciences
by most students. For some students Biology, Mathematics, Physical Science and Chemistry are
the only Science subjects. One possible explanation for this misconception is that Earth science
is not in the school and college syllabi, therefore it 'does not count'. This is a very limited
'product centred' rather than process centred view and it can be remedied by re-orientatin£ our
community in the fields of science and opening out the gates for everyone to explore and have
some experience in this field of study.
5.1.10 Topics students found difficult
Word sums (both for decimals and time), graphical skills, density, substitution and scientific
notation were common problem areas which were identified in all three colleges. This is worrying
as most of these students (except from College C) will be/are teachers this year (1998), and yet
they do not have basic mathematical and science skills that are required in the above-mentioned
areas. The question then is, 'What will these teachers teach in schools?' Some people argue that
teachers cannot and will not teach what they do not know. It seems likely that these teachers will
not teuch the above quoted aspects as they themselves do not know them. For this reason, there
is a need to retrain (inservice) teachers in order to ensure that the pupils are taught what they need
to kvow.
Ifit happens that they do teach these aspects, a lot ofmisunderstanding especially by the students
will be encountered and this continue a situation where teachers who do not know, for example,
how to plot and interpret a graph will be responsible for pupils who will also not know. When
one day some of these pupils are teachers, they will also lack graphical skills, knowledge and
again their pupils will be lacking these skills, etc. The cycle will continue.
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This does not only affect the quality of science teachers, but also the quality of education and
quality of the county's citizens. Therefore, there is a need for course designers to be able to
identify common deficiencies so that they will be remedied soon in order to improve the quality
of education.
Thus, for this reason 'Into Science' was used for teachers to investigate whether their science
understanding will improve and also to identify some common problem areas. However the
course was not initially designed for teachers and this purpose. It has been observed that the
course has failed to rectify these problem and therefore, students require a lot ofpractice to be
able to address these needs effectively, since just a twelve week course cannot perform this role
independently, see Bailey (1998) for a fuller discussion.
5.1.11 Study methods which students actually use
It is also highlighted that usually students do not read every word in their textbooks and/or study
guides. Most students from this sample said that they were not reading word by word, but rather
they were using advance organisers like headings to skim through the text, then they would skip
what they 'know' and read what they do not know and what is appealing to them. This is
normally a good idea, however there is also a danger in following this method as one can ignore
some of the most useful and important aspects because a student can think that shelhe knows
what is dealt with and yet he/she does not really know. This technique also limits what students
choose to revise. If students reduce the amount they read they also reduce their language
proficiency and vocabulary.
It is also worth looking at some ofthe reasons that contributed to the students having to use this
study method. It is clear that the most important one is the fact that students did not have
automatic access to the materials, as the course designers expected, since the students had to
share the study materials. Hence they then resorted to using survival strategies in order to make
best use ofthe little time they had with the materials (especially shortly before tutorial sessions).
Some students argued that the materials were too wordy, and they did not have time to read
everything. This implies that course designers will have to seriously consider the use of advance
organisers when developing study materials. The advance organisers provides the reader with the
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information that the students are expecting to come across, therefore these are helpful for the
students.
Most importantly students must have their own copies and should be able to use the materials
however they want, in order to make best use ofthe them without any limitations. In this trialling
students' study techniques were subordinated in a way as they were sharing the materials, some
students were not using the original copies ofthe materials and students were not allowed to mark
the materials.
5.1.12 What do lecturers expect from their students?
One ofthe common problems in our education institutions is that lecturers and/or teachers have
very low expectations for their students especially 'black' students. This then leads them into
designing poor quality courses so that the targeted group ofstudents will be able to cope with the
content and not 'fail'. This in turn affects the quality of education that is <;>ffered for these
students, as some important aspects are not included in their curriculum because of the course
designers' low expectations. These issues are discussed in greater length by Knox, Bailey and
Sokhela (1998).
This may induce an inferiority complex in students as they do not trust themselves and do not
believe that they can really do much better. The lecturers indirectly force students to depend on
them by not providing their students with challenging tasks. In this triallihg, lecturers from
Colleges A and B initially expected most oftheir students not to be able to cope with the amount
of work that is involved in 'Into Science', but as the course progressed lecturers observed that
most students were coping. However, there were also low post-test scores for some students
(Bailey, 1998; Knox, Bailey and Sokhela, 1998). The following were some of the speculations
by the lecturers who were interviewed as to why the students were doing better than they initially
expected.
• The 'Into Science' course materials are very well designed, they explain things very
clearly and use an interactive language style which encourages students to think.
• The students were prepared to work hard since it was their own choice to be involved in
the trialUng process.
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• Some students wanted to test their abilities whether they will be able to cope with
University studies when they study further.
• The programme was well co-ordinated with weekly tutorials which were helpful for
students.
Whilst acknowledging the above reasons, it is the view ofthe researcher that students were also
doing better because they were given trust and support throughout the trialling period.
5.1.13 Contextualized study materials
The study materials that have been designed for students in one country, might pose some
problems if used by students in another country. The 'Into Science' materials proved to have
minimal problems in this aspect as the students stated that the use ofBritish examples, different
units ofmeasure and currency did not hamper their understanding of the content that is presented.
However the usage of the names of the South African cities in word problems and examples,
rands instead ofpounds and kilometres instead ofmiles was highly recommended by both students
and lecturers/tutors.
5.2 Summary of findings
• Most students consider courses that are offered by the Universities to be difficult.
• Most students considers subjects which are under the field of science to be difficult.
• Most students enrol for courses that will offer useful skills and knowledge and thus
make them more employable.
• Most students need a lot of support in a variety of ways in order for them to be
successful in independent study. Weekly tutorials were helpful for those who had
problems as they were studying alone, however they cannot perform a supportive
task alone: some other support systems are required, like face-to-face contacts,
telephone help-lines, etc.
• Most students do not consider Earth science as important and as one of the fields in
SCIence.
• Plotting and interpretation of graphs, word problems and density are some of the
areas which most students have a problem with.
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• Most students do not read every word in the text but they comrhonly use a Gist
Identification Strategy, to identify what they think is important and discard the rest.
• Students, studying both at a distance and face-to-face, need to be provided with
some study guidance.
• The design and appearance of the study materials can motivate or de-motivate the
learners towards studying.
• The study materials that are designed for self-studying should be written in a
conversational style so that the written text will play some of the roles that can be
played by a tutor or a lecturer.
• Students should be assessed in a vatiety ofways.
• Students place a low value on conducting practical work, and instead tend to rely on
their past experiences.
• Many lecturers have low expectations for their students, and so design or offer poor
quality courses.
• Most students prefer to use contextualised study materials, even though their
understanding is not seriously affected by imported examples.
5.3 Recommendations for future actions
Rowntree (1997, p.55) argues that time, money and energy surely will be wasted in materials-
based learning if course developers design their own materials when there is no need to do so.
Materials writers need to be careful not to dismiss usable materials simply because it is not exactly
how they would have written it: they can modify the materials by providing alternative or
supplementary materials where they find deficiencies to suit their learners' interests, needs and
are careful about the copyright. However, one must not feel obliged to use the already available
materials if they do not fulfil the set goals.
The following are broad long-term issues which were observed in this study and require further
research:
• How can distance education course designers and providers offer support to students
so that they benefit from studying?
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• How can distance education providers incorporate the practicals or skills-training
component into a science course?
• What needs to be done in order to change lecturers' low expectation of their
students?
• What could be done in order to reorientate students into the Earth Sciences as one
ofthe fields in the sciences?
• What needs to be done in order to make learners cover all the topics in the- study
guides or textbooks?
What should be done in order to take away a desire from our students to depend on
their lecturers, and instead promote self-studying?
It is the view ofthis researcher that we can develop our own contextualised science materials and
ideas from 'Into Science' can be used. Some ofthe advantages ofdoing this are that we will be
doing capacity building for-our own materials writers and our students will also identify
themselves with the materials. On the other hand it does not make sense for study material
writers to keep on writing new study materials when good ones exist, as this can take a lot of
time. Change in the provision ofdistance and science education is urgently required and writing
new materials takes both time and money. Hence, it is evident that the Open University's 'Into
Science' programme and materials can be used for South African students, but with the following
recommended modifications.
• The course providers need to set up learner support systems in a variety ofways, for
example, face-to-face sessions, entry counselling, help lines through e-mail, fax
facilities, mailing, telephone, self-study groups, libraries, etc.
• It is advisable for students to have access to a laboratory which is equipped with all
the chemicals and equipments that are needed for the experiments that are included
in the materials. In this laboratory an assistant or tutor should be always available
when the students are working, for control reasons and to offer help to students if
they encounter problems. This laboratory could be opened before, during and/or
after tutorial sessions. The usage of this laboratory will depend much on the
students' self-motivation to do the course, as it is one ofthe necessities for a student
to succeed in a distance education mode.
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• The 'Into Science' course material is not enough alone to rectify poor performance
in identified problem areas, therefore, the students will need more practice. Exercises
can be added in the workbook, or another booklet with additional exercises can be
compiled and practical exercises can also be added to be done in groups during face-
to-face contact sessions, or presented in a booklet to be part of the materials.
• Students must have open access to the study materials, i.e no -sharing of the
materials. Each student must have herlhis own copy of the study material as
anticipated by the course designers.
• The materials should be contextualized i.e. use examples that are relevant to a South
African context, such as rands instead ofpounds, kilometres instead ofmlles, etc.
• Cover pictures to be relevant to the content of each module, rather than a same
picture for all modules. For example, if a module deals with surveying, a picture of
a building might be appropriate.
• The people who appears on the cover pages should not only be 'Whites': a range of
ethnic groups should be featured.
• There should be a range ofassessment techniques that are used, e.g. project writing,
submission ofprofiles, reports on practical work, etc.
It seems likely that only a minority ofpresent teachers will be able to succeed using university
level courses, particularly at a standard university pace. This then brings the issue of'Who is the
planned FDE (science education) for?' Ifit is aimed at a minority then the pace can be retained
but ifthe aim is to open up opportunities for teachers who are not of 'university calibre', then the
pace will have to be slower, e.g. one module in two weeks, or the course revised. Knox, Bailey
and Sokhela (1998) avoid this issue by supporting several exit points. In so doing, they may be
failing to address the problem ofupgrading the perfonnance ofa large number ofteachers. There
is no time within this dissertation to address this issue, however it is very important and needs
more attention.
5.4 Some concluding remarks
It is the conclusion of this researcher that 'Into Science' can be used in South Africa. This
research has proved that the students who participated in this study did not have a problem with
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English used in the materials, they did not have a problem with the Independent learning mode
as they were given support in the form of weekly tutorials, and they can cope with the amount
ofreading that is expected, provided they are given enough independent study period (and time
from other commitments). These results have also shown that distance study materials writers
need to pay attention to the following aspects.
• Provision ofnecessary student and tutor support.
• Looking at the possible reasons that can contribute to the students enrolling for their
courses and meet the students' needs and interests.
• The need to know how students work with independent study materials, so that the
materials will provide necessary textual support.
• Designing study materials which are as attractive as possible in order to encourage
readers.
• Using simple language.
• Using an interactive style ofwriting.
• Providing students with opportunities to be assessed in a variety ofways.
• Structuring practical work in a way that will make students see the need to do the
practical activities and to master the practical skill (including data interpretation) rather
than simply look for a 'right answer' to be learned.
• Finally, bearing in mind the context in which the materials will be used.
Some materials, e.g. some UNISA courses, appear to disregard several of these aspects.
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The Education Department. University of Natal. Pietermarit~burg. is
hoping to offer a new Further Diploma in Education programme from
.Janu:\ry 1998 to help science teachers to iropro'/e upon th.:.-ir
understanding·of science and how to teach it.
Part of the diploma is a preparatory course call~d 'Into Science'.
which introduces students to some basic ideas and principles
involved in scientific study. the basic math~matical skills
required for that study and the study and reading skills required
for independent distance learning.
THIS IS WHERE YOU COME IN
Before offering th~ diploma, it is necess~ry to trial part of th~
material to help answer important questions regarding its usage.
This tr ial is the 'Into Sc ience' course and your taking of th~
course will help us to answer these questions since as you proceed
through the course your progress will be carefully monitored by the
Univers it>'.
WHAT DO YOU GET FROM THIS COURSE ?
Should you pass the course. you will receive
* mor~ confidence with regards to your future t~aching or General
Science / Biology / Physical Science.
~ an idea as to what good distance materials are like and the ty?~
of working stra~~gy you will ne~d to employ for successful
distance education.
k a certificate from the University. ~~ich will b~ a useful ass~t
wh~n you eventually apply for a post.
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LENGTH OF THE COURSE
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m·')dul-:s. Th,,:, . stand3.~.. d stud,=nt' is ~xp-=('t.-:-d ;:..=, pU"C. in 12 stud;:
r..I)l.lrS per w~~k. ,?'l~n·')'.i.gn this wil: diff..;-r :fr~lm indivic.I.l·:\l ~.:,
individl.l?l. TlJt·:>rials will c-:- h~ld l."oee1:1r in (l.rd~r to assis:
s~l.id-::-nts in p·=,ssibl-:: pr·:lbl~m ar~a:. Ye.)!). ·?,l·-= as::,,::ss-::d by rn-=e.ns of ~
short assignments don~ during the ('ours~.
MATERIALS REQUIRED
~0;li-=s 0! th-e . Int:) ~·('ien·:--=· m:tl.:~?:i·::\l ~ill b-= p.r':l~/id-::d br th~
Univ-::rsit:.·, a1th-=,ugh you ).:i11 r~,:,~d to pr,)vic..c:: Co basi': s·:i.c::ntific-
;:alcul·::\t::,!'. a hard .:.-=,v-::.?:~d ex-:-:.rt.:is-= b,)·:,k. e. ?r·:·tl'.;.,ct,)r ar~d ':.
c·,)inpass. For thos~ of y·)U .... h,=' de·: ide tCI ~.-:t-:-inP: thi~ c::'u!'s~. co. n:'!'-:
d~tail~d lis~ of th-:- rnat~rials !'~q~ir~i from W~~~ ~o w~-::k ( m0S~ of
which will be provid~d by the college ) will be giv~n to you at a
later date,
Before you receive the 'Into Science' materials you will need to
pay a R50 deposit per person. This mone~ will be fully refunded to
you at the end of the course when you hand the materials back in a
good condition.
WHAT NOW ?
If you are intere~t~d in ~hlS course pleas! coll~ct a registration
form from your contact person at the College. Read through the form
v~ry carefully. complete it and th-=n hand it back to your contact
p-=rson as soon as possibl~. You will then be inform~d in due course
as to what the future arrangements will b~.
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Appendix E
Initially planned commencement dfltes and finishing dates for each college
IIColleae A ICollege B IICollege C I
Visit 1 13 February 1997 29 January 1997
Visit 2 25 February 1997 25 February 1997 20 February 1997
Module 1 (Tutorial) 11 March 1997 3 March 1997 27 February 1997
Module 2 (Tutorial) 18 March 1997 10 March 1997 6 March 1997
Module 3 (Tutorial) 25 March 1997 17 March 1997 13 March 1997
Module 4 (Tutorial) 1 April 1997 24 March 1997 20 March 1997
Module 5 (Tutorial) 8 April 1997 31 March 1997 27 March 1997
Module 6 (Tutorial) 15 April 1997 7 April 1997 3 April 1997
Module 7 (Tutorial) 22 April 1997 14 April 1997 10 April 1997
Module 8 (Tutorial) 29 April 1997 21 April 1997 17 April 1997
Module 9 (Tutorial) 6 May 1997 28 April 1997 24 April 1997
Module 10 (Tutorial) 13 May 1997 5 May 1997 1 May 1997
Module 11 (Tutorial) 20 May 1997 12 May 1997 8 May 1997




'Into SCience' ItJt:erlal BYalaat:lon students Inst:nx:t:l(DJ.
1. we are asking you to f1l1 this questionnaire \4lich will give us some
information about the 'Into Science' DBterial.
2 • 'ftle purpose of this exercise is to chec:k ~ther the mater ial is
sultable to be used here in South Afr iea as 1t IS, or we need to make
some roodifications so that it will be relevant to our context.
3. '!be coq>letion of this exercise will help you to learn something
about evaluating instructional material. You will learn this by
doing !5anl!! evaluation yourself, following structured instructions am
guidelines .
4. we ~d like to have your true perceptions and reasons \oily you think
or feel the way that you do. However we would like you to tak.e this
exercise serio~ly.
5. Please note that there are no right or wrong re!lponses: Different
people will have different views.
6. There is no hurry in filling the questionnaire. You can fill it as
you go along reading the material.
7 • I f you feel that the 9iven spaces are not enough, please insert a
page arrl lrdicate the question \-blch you are referring to by writing
its n~.
e.gQl (continued)----------------------
8. Wt i te your name am your College on top of your questionnaire before
you sul:m1tit.
9. Please hand over your carpleted questionnaire on or before the last
tutorial session, to any of the project team members (Dave, Kitty,
David)
10. Please note that the cOO'pletion of this exercise is strictly \
confidential l.e the COllege staff members will not have acceoe to
the information you will be giving, it will be seen by the research
team members only.
11. we will appreciate if you can conplete this exercise before the
eM of the 'Into SCience' course.
12. Please do not hesitate to ask any of us if anything is unclear, or
you think we are missing someth11'l9 iJlt)Ortant.
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1. What did you expect this couzse to be like?
Before you hear:d the explanatlonby the project team:
------------_._-- --------------------
--------------------------~-----------------------------------------------_.




2. Some people say that the way they learn in this course is different
from ways they learnt before. Have you fourd any ways of learning
the course content, that were new to you? Explain.
--------------------------























4. (b) ~t kirds of stuients 1s this material suitable for?
---------
----------------------------------------------------------------~----------
Design an! ~anceof the ..terlal.




6. Each booklet contains ~ roodules.
Explain.











8. How do you feel about the size of print u:!ed7
------------------------- ------------
------------------------~------------------------------------------------




10. 'Into SCience' has wide marqins on the sides of each page,
are not packed, which can be a waste of paper and costly.










How do you feel about this style of wr i tlng?
---------------
----------------------------------------------_._----
12. Is the material easy to read am umerstard7
sentence carpl~ity, IdiOll\!, etc.
Pl~e consider ~rds ,
-----------
Introductions, s.S'lt.-Br'ies and (l)ject:lYeS.
13. Each nOOule has objectives or goal!s stated at its begirming (stooy












Are they expllclt enough'?
-----------------
~]es.
15. How do you feel about the ~les U1!ed in the text?
---------------















17 • Are local excIq)les and expex iences used?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
\tI1at local ~les M>\1ld you use if you were rewriting the texts
specially for: ~e In South Afr lea?
Prerequisite stills.
18. Are !Skills and information gained in the earlier Modules required for




19. Did you flrd yourself lacking some information or ~kl11s at sane
point? Explain.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------




21. What did you expect from the Tutorials before they started?




23. ~t were the lea3t useful ~pecbs about the tutorials?
--------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------




25. ~t are the advantages ani di~antages of group diSCUS5ions durinq
tutorial sessions?
------------------------------------------------------------------------







How did you feel about these exper ienc:e8?
----------------------------------------
---------------------------





28. (If applicable) ~t did you learn, as a r~ult of your group














Are they easy to follow and stated on a step-~tep basis?
-----------------------------
How do you~e these practical.8 with those done at your College
arxl in schoois?
Asses,. nt.
30. Did you answer all the Self-Assesmnent Questions (SJQt s )? ttIly?
---------------- ----_._-----------------------------------




The que:stlons in the Workbook are provided to give you roore practice.












~en you were answering the a8Signment questions did you consult
other people e.g. already qualified teachers, Maths am SCience
stooents, etc ? ~t kinds of people (if any) did you talk to?
32. How do you feel about having four assignments for assesmnent
purposes in the 'Into SCience' cause?
--------------------------------------------------





How did you answez: your as8lgnments (roodule per roodule or after all












34. Are the explanations, in the materials sufficiently cl~ and sLmple7
----------------------------------------------------------------





36. Have you been introd\,1Ced to new scientific am matheaatical ideas:
e.g. 'facts', terrre ~ concepts? List the main ones that struck




37 • Conment on the diagram am tables drawn•.
----------------------------------
Are they given ~ere needed?
Mathematical ideas
--------------
Are they clecu:ly stated or not? Give two to three ~les.
-----------
-----------------------------------------------------
38. Do you think this 'Into SCience' sbxiy package should be accoapmied
by other learning activities apart uca SIQ's, tutorials, practicals
ard asslgnnent:s? ~y7 Give exarrples of activities that could be











40. ~t learninq sklllls have you gained?
o iiipWW l8<D with classt'a<-. am COllege.
41. ~ features does this I Into SCience I cour!!e have \ooilich nomal




42. ~t features does this I Into SCience' course does Il2t have ~ich






43. ~t teaching ideas .are available 1n this 'Into SClen:e' material






44. ~t uSeful teaching Id~ / approaches could be used in a nalmstream
classroom situation W'lich are 1l2t available in the 'Into SCience'
material? I
45. Comnent on the advantages of us ing this type of nater lal c~ed to
books like school textbooks.
-----------------------------------
--------------_._----
46. Comnent on the disavant:aqes of U!Jing this type of material, also





47. ~t type of learners axe these •Into SCience' materl~ ~t



























53. ~eJ:e \«>Uld they do IOOSt of their learning ani why?
--------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
5... How do the stu:ienbs wtlo are doing 'Into Science' at your: COllege
CQq)are w1th these 'Ideal learners'?
55. How do students ~ are W2t. doing 'Into SCience' at your College







56. ~t do you read per week other than 'Into SCience' material?








58. ~y are you a stooent at your: COllege (Jtwelsboech,~ or
Hadadenl)?
--------------------------------------------





60 . ~y did you chooee •Into SCience' or 'SCience SUppoJ:t programe'
(for~ stooents)?
- - -- -_-__.;.__~__'_ ...-_......__..... ._.~_......:_r"_;;,- _ __= ....._-......_-_-;';;"""" ..... ___
!HMI{ !w.
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Appendix G 'INTO SCIENCE' FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE
ON MATERIAL AND COURSE MODIFICATION.
This questionnaire has been designed to investigate the approaches to learning and
studying adopted by 'Into Science' students. Please respond to the statement by
circling the relevant answer or number. All students must be aware that all the
responses are confidential and will not be made known to your, However we ask for
your name as we need to link the responses with your overall performance.





Which year are you in at your College?
Programme (e.g. JP, SP, etc):
Major subjects at the College?
111
1 2 3 4
SECTION A REASONS FOR ENTERING THIS COURSE
You decided early in the year to take 'Into Science' course. We would like to know why
you have decided to take the course? Circle the appropriate code number to indicate
how strongly each of these reasons applied.
5=Strongly Agree 4=Agree 3=No Particular View 2=Disagree 1=Strongly
Disagree
1. I wanted to be able to retrain as a teacher of Science subjects. 5 4 3 2 1
2. Because it was an extra course and free of charge. 5 4 3 2 1
3. Because all of my friends were doing it and they influenced me. 5 4 3 2 1
4. It sounded interesting. 5 4 3 2 1
5. I thought the course would give me useful skills. 5 4 3 2 1
6. It will enable me to study Science in depth after leaving College. 5 4 3 2 1
7. I wanted a certificate with the University name on it. 5 4 3 2 1
8. To fill in the time while the classes were suspended. 5 4 3 2 1
9. Any other reasons( Please be specific)---------------------------------------------------
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SECTION B
APPROACHES TO STUDY AND EXPERIENCE
TO 'INTO SCIENCE'
We want to know whether you find this course has influenced the way you study. For
each of the statements below please indicate how true it was/is for you:
(a) Before starting 'Into Science'.
(b) Now while doing 'Into Science'.
(c) Now while doing other courses.
Circle the appropriate response.
5=Strongly Agree 4=Agree 3=Not Sure 2=Disagree 1=Strongly Disagree
Before doing "Into Ncm when doing Ncm when doing
Science" Mlnto Science" other college
courses
1. I used to organise my study time to make 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
best use of it.
2. In most cases I have to do the work without 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
having a chance really to understand it.
3. When I am tackling a new topic. I try to see 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
how it fits with what I know already.
4. I can understand and remember ideas from 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
the material, but find it difficult to fit it to
the overall picture.
5. I am aware of the methods I am using to try 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
to understand.
6. In vacations, I make sure that I keep 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
several days for studying.
7. I always set aside particular times of the 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
day and weekends to work on particular
subjects.
8. I usually work on whatever assignment is 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
due next.
9. When dealing with a new topic, I need to 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
work out the ideas for myself
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10. This course has helped me to develop good reading and studying 5 4 3 2 1
habits.
11. Up to now, I seem to have a good grasp of the 'Into Science' 5 4 3 2 1
subject matter.
12. I to memorise much of what is dealt with in 'Into Science', because I 5 4 3 2 1
could not understand.
13. I don't have much of a problem in picking up important points in the 'Into 5 4 3 2 1
Science' material.
14. Much of what I am studying in 'Into Science' seems to consist of 5 4 3 2 1
unrelated bits and pieces.
15. I feel sure that I will not be able to do the work as well as other people 5 4 3 2 1
in the 'Into Science' course.
16. It is not possible to do all the work in 'Into Science' in the time available. 5 4 3 2 1
17. Sometimes I worry about having to be able to cope with this 'Into 5 4 3 2 1
Science' course.
18. I have now realised that it is possible to do much more work than I used 5 4 3 2 1
to doing before.
19. Group discussion in the tutorials are helpful to understanding. 5 4 3 2 1
20. The fact that 'Into Science' material does not use South African 5 4 3 2 1
examples does not hinder my understanding.
21. Weekly tutorials are extremely helpful top understand and I think all 5 4 3 2 1
students should attend.
22. I t is not necessary to have a time consuming tutorial for every module. 5 4 3 2 1
23. The 'Into Science' material will work best in conjunction with lectures Le 5 4 3 2 1
College situation as opposed to self study situation.
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SECTION C
DIFFERENT TYPE OF TEACHING AND COURSES
Here we would like to know your preferences for different writing style of learning
material, exam and assignment types, and course types. Please circle the relevant
number as before.
5= Strongly agree 4=Agree 3=Not sure 2=Disagree 1=Strongly disagree.
I generally prefer study material which:
1. Show me how what I am learning relates to the outside world. 5 4 3 2 1
2. Tells me exactly what to put down in my notes and structured. 5 4 3 2 1
I generally prefer exams and assignments which:
1. Give me the opportunity to show that I have thought about 5 4 3 2 1
the course for myself.
2. Can be answered directly from the material itself. 5 4 3 2 1
3. Make it clear how much effort I am expected to put in each 5 4 3 2 1
part of the question by mark allocation.
4. Have general questions which allow me to show my own 5 4 3 2 1
ideas on the subject.
5. Have very specific questions to make me realise whether I 5 4 3 2 1
have understood or not.
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Written examinations at the end of the course.
Why'?-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Individual assignments during the course.
Why'?-----------------------------------------------------------------------






















1. Most of the course textbooks have one book per course. (Into Science' uses
several smaller booklets. Which of them do you prefer and why?
2. Each module should take how many weeks to study?
3. \Alhen do you think each module booklets be handed out to students(all at the
beginning of the course, or at the beginning of each module) if the booklets are
separate?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. The Ilnto Science' course writers say that you can do the course without having




5. Which Modules were:
a. Challenging 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
b. Interesting ,.- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
c. Boring 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
d. Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
e. Difficult 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
6. If you had to explain to your fellow student who what to know about this 'Into
Science', what would you say the 'Into Science' is all about?
Is there anything you want to say about the 'Into Science' program and materials?
THANK YOU, FOR YOUR PARTICIPATIONI
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What arrangements of getting the material have you made with your partner(s)?
What difficulties and strengths you have made in managing your study time? Why?
General comments:
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Appendix I 'Into Science' Focus Group Session Questions
1. What did you expect this course to be like:
• Before the research teams' explanation?
• After the research teams' explanation?
2. How would you explain to your fellow student what 'Into Science' is all about?
3. Why did you do this course?
4. Where(venue) did you usually study for the 'Into Science' course?
5. How did you study for this course?
• Is the approach you were using before different from the way you have been
studying in the 'Into Science'? How?
• Is this good or bad? Why?
6. What study arrangements did you make with your partner(s) , with regards to the
sharing of study materials?
7. What constitute a good learning environment for you?
8. Comment on the study guidance provided in the materials. Is it appropriate, useful or
sufficient? In what way?
9. How do you feel about one booklet containing two modules as opposed to one thick'
booklet as normal school textbooks?
10. Comment on the following:






• Are subsections clearly marked.
• Diagrams and tables used.
• BAQ's and In-Text questions.
• Questions and answers on each module in the Workbook?
• Complexity of the English used.
• Efficiency of introductions and summaries.
• Weekly tutorials.
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11. Comment on the examples used in the materials, i.e.
• Local examples compared to British examples?
12. What did you expect the tutorials to be like before they started?
13 Were the tutorials useful? How?
14. Comment on the activities and practicals suggested in the materials.
• Did you do all of them? why?
15. How do you feel about the use of the 2 Multiple-choice assignments and 2 short
answer assignments as a final assessment technique?
16. How do you feel about being given assignment questions together with the rest of the
materials long before they are due?
17. Do you think this 'Into Science' study package should be accompanied by other
learning activities besides SAQ's, 4 assignments, tutorials, etc?
18. What new knowledge and skills you have gained from using the 'Into Science'
materials?
19. What features does the 'Into Science' material have and the normal classroom and or
College does not have?
20. What features does the normal classroom or College situation have that are found in .
these materials?
21. What are the advantages and disadvantages that these type of learning materials have?
22. What type of learners are these material best suitable for?
• How intelligent do they have to be?
• What might be their reasons for doing this course?






Do you have anything you want to say about the course?
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
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Appendix J To : All Tutors
'Into Science' Material Evaluation Tutors Instructions.
1. We are asking you to fill this questionnaire which will give us some
information about the 'Into Science' material. One of the reasons of trialing this
material is that they were designed for distance mass Education, so it will be
interesting to find out what modifications if any will be necessary to provide this
type of Education to a mass scale here in South Africa.
2. We would like to have your true perceptions and reasons why you think or feel
the way that you do. However, we would like you to take this exercise seriously.
3. Please note that there are no right or wrong responses: Different people will
have different views.
4. There is no hurry in filling the questionnaire, however we will appreciate if you
can complete this exercise before the end of the 'Into Science' course.
5. Please do not hesitate to ask any of us if anything is unclear, or you think we are
missing something importantly.
6. If you feel that the given spaces are not enough, please insert a page and
indicate the question which you are referring to by writing its number. E.g. Q 1
(continued)----------------------
7. Please write your name and your College on top of your questionnaire before
you submit it.
8. Please hand over your completed questionnaire on or before the last tutorial
session, to any of the project team members (Dave, Kitty, David)
9. Please note that the completion of this exercise is strictly confidential the
information you will be giving, it will be seen by the research team members
only.
THANK YOU.
From: Project Team Members.
Tutor's Questionnaire
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1. What did you think of the 'Into Science' materials when you first saw them?
2. How did you find students actually got on? _
3. If students did worse or better than you expected, why do you think this was so?
4. What three main ideas or skills that you think students were introduced to by
the materials? Please indicate how many students do you think were able to
grasp these successfully by ticking into the appropriate box.




















































5. Did the follqwing affect students approaches to learning? How?
(a) Understanding rather than memorising.
(b) Using skills.
(c) Reviewing own learning progress.
(d) Awareness of own learning styleS?
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(e) Any others you have noticed?
6. 'Into Science' relies on the written materials. Please comment on the following
aspects.
(a) Conversational style of writing using 'we' and 'you'.
(b) Sentence length and complexity.
(c) Vocabulary.
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(d) Glossary at the end of each Module.
(e) Idioms.
(f) Pictures and diagrams.
(g) General appearance of booklets.
(h) Use of topics and sub-topics.
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(I) Use of introductions and summaries.
7. Many people have commented that the 'Into Science' booklets took very long to
finish in the time available. The following aspects of the style contribute to this
greater length.
(a) Conversational style of writing mentioned above.
(b) Text leads reader step by through a reasoning sequence instead of
presenting a condensed summary of 'facts to be learned'.
If a local version of 'Into Science' is to be produced, what features do you think
it should have?
Any other comments on appearance and style?
.,
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9. Do the examples and analogies seem relevant to the students' interests and are
they sufficiently illuminating?
10. What difficulties would you expect with the following activities and practicals?
How many students do you think did each one? Fill in the spaces and ~ick the
appropriate box.
ACTIVITIES Almost Most About Some Very None1All Half Few ",
1. Measuring the dimensions of leaves.
(Module 2)
2. Measuring the size or area of a room.
(Module 3)
3. Measuring the size of water droplets
(Module 4)
4. A plastic comb or ruler and small pieces
of tissue paper Le characteristics of
Atoms. (Module 5/6)





6. Heating a saucepan of water and
measuring its temperature using a
Thermometer.
(Module 8)
7. Measuring angles using a protractor and
drawing circles using a pair of
compasses.
(Module 9)
8. Describing the characteristics of
sedimentary rocks in the United Kingdom
100-150 words
(Module 11)
9. Plotting a graph to show increase of CO2
From 1950-1990 AD using data from a
given table.
(Module 12)
11. What problems did you find students actually had when they did it? (If you
know).
12. Any other comments you would like to make about the activities and practicals
in 'Into Science'?
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13. What functions if any do you think the weekly tutorial served? Explain.
14. Do you think any of the Modules need to be strengthened further? If so please
state for each Module, how you think it should be strengthened, and why?
. 15. Should any of the present content be omitted? Please specify what and why
do you say so?
16. Would you change the order of any of the topics? Which ones? Explain.
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17. In the 'Into Science' programme the students are given all the assignment
questions at the outset. What effects, if any, do you think this has?
18. The programme contains two multiple choice and two short answer
assignments. Do you think these will give an accurate reflection of students
progress? Comment as necessary.
19. The material includes (a) SAQ's and the In-Text questions (b) a supplementary
workbook with extra practice questions. Do you think students actually do either
of these since they are not compulsory? Do you think they find them helpful?
20. One function of assignment questions is to guide students learning. What kinds
of learning do you think the assignments provide?
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Any other comments?
21. Some people think that the teaching and learning approaches used in (Into
Science' are useful models that could also be used in classrooms. What
particular aspects of the (Into Science' approach do you think could be used in
College classrooms?
22. These books were written for use of students outside the classroom. What do
you see as useful teaching ideas that are available in a classroom situation but
not found in the 'Into Science' materials?
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23. 'Into Science' materials is written to introduce students to science thinking skills
needed for entry to University studies in science. Do you think any of the skills
in the course are not important for future teachers? Explain.
24. Some people have suggested for the llnto Science' course to be done by
students entering University I Technikon courses. What modifications in the




'Into Science' Tutors' Interview Questionnaire




2. Now the course has been running for 12 weeks, how many do you think will
successfully complete the course?
Why?
3. Some people say that we need to have such courses to be implemented at a large scale.
What advice will you give?
4. One of the reasons why we have a shortage of science teachers now in our schools is
because some students (particularly Blacks) drop it at some stage. Some people are
suggesting this course could enable such students to start them successfully on Science
studies. What do you think about this?
5. Sometimes College Lectures are not sure How too design an in-depth Science course~
one example can be they use pre-designed self-study course Materials like the 'Into .
Science'. This would remove the burden of trying to guess what are the acceptable
standards and leave a lecturer free to concentrate on adaptations to the Local
environment and discussing in a classroom. What do you think of this idea?
6. What can you say about the examples and analogies used in the Material?
7. Do you think the Students did all the experiments in the Material? Why?
Do you think th~y manage to do the experiment (those who have done it) Why?
8. What functions do you think the weekly tutorial served? Explain.
9. In the 'Into Science' programme, students are given all the assignment questions at the
outset. What effects, ifany, do you think this has?
10. The programme contains two multiple choice and two short answer assignments. Do
you think these will give an accurate reflection of students progress?
11. How do you think the students at your college will prefer to be assessed? Why?
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12. The Material includes (a) S.A.Q's and the In-Text Questions, (b) A supplementary
workbook with extra practice questions. Do you think students actually do either of
these since they are not compulsory? Do you think they find them helpful?
13. One function of assignment questions is to guide students' learning. What kinds of
learning do you think the assignments provide.
14. What do you think are the reasons that made students to do this course?
(Not applicable in College C)
15. What Ideas and Skills that you think the students have gained from using this material;
that they would not have gained otherwise?
16. Most of the course textbooks have one book per course. 'Into Science' uses several
smaller booklets. Which one do you prefer? Why? Which one do you think students
would prefer? Why?
17. Each Module takes one week to study according to the programme. Is this reasonable
for South African Students? Why? How long do you think each Module should
take? Why?
18. When do you think each Module Booklet should be handed out to students (all at the
beginning of the course; or at the beginning of each Module) if the Booklets are
separate?
19. The 'Into Science' course writers say that you can do the course without having
studied any Science iri School. How true do you think this is? Explain.






21. 'Into Science' programme relies heavily on the written text.
Comment on the following:-







(g) Are sections clearly marked
(h) Diagrams and tables used
(i) Complexity of English used
U) Efficiency of Introductions and Summaries
22. Do you think the 'Into Science' study package should be accompanied by other
learning Materials long before they are due.
23. What features does the 'Into Science' Material have and the normal classroom or
college does not have?
24. What features does the 'Into Science' Material not have and the normal classroom
have?
25. What advantages and disadvantages that these types of learning materials have?
Do you have anything you want to say about the course?
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!
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